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A Word from Teraptus
“Greetings my noble and hopeful Dragon Master, it is with great
anticipated pleasure that this manual will give you a glimpse into the world
of Dragon Strike. It is also promising that the knowledge within these pages
will expand your awareness and familiarity with the game. May I be the first
to congratulate you on choosing such a venture; because for a long time
Dragon Strike has been neglected by the learned (sad but true). But now
this new manual with new heroes, monsters, spells and traps, plus some
more new adventures–is in itself exciting, will surely be a hit as a
companion to the game as you will soon discover. You must also have the
Dragon Strike ‘Instruction’ book, (which is the only down side I’m afraid) as
this will give you more details of what you my Dragon Master must know if
you wish to help me defeat my enemies. This will of course mean you will
have to purchase the game Dragon Strike to appreciate the brilliant, easy
and imaginative gaming system. I trust dear Dragon Master that you will be
happy with this manual and rediscover the magic of my world, so without
further ado, I bid you read on and enjoy”.

Things to Remember as
Dragon Master
“I present to you in summery various things you should know about the
game, read on and good luck”.

Who Plays When
 The hero to the left of the Dragon Master plays first. Play proceeds to the left.
 The Dragon Master plays last–controlling ANY or ALL monsters that are out on the board.

A Monster’s Turn
 Move, then attack.
 Or attack, then move.
Teraptus (evil wizard) can cast a spell instead of attacking

A Hero’s Turn
 Move, then perform one action.
 Or perform one action, then move.

Hero Actions
1] Attack.
2] Cast a Spell (wizard and elf only)
3] Search for Treasure (automatic success if treasure is present) …
 in a treasure chest or
 on a monster that’s dead, captive, or sleeping.
4] Find and Disarm Traps …
 on a treasure chest or
 in a room or
 in any space you can see, up to three (3) spaces away.

5] Search for Secret passages …
 in a room or
 in any space you can see, up to three (3) spaces away.
6]

Question a Monster (4 questions max; no die roll) .

7] Perform a Feat 
 Roll the die shown on your Hero Card, a “6” or higher equals success!
NOTE: Buildings in the city count as “rooms”.
A hero may also do the following anytime during his or her turn (even while moving) . These
are NOT actions:
 Open an adjacent door.
 Close an adjacent door IF no monster is next to it.
 Pass a treasure to a friend (or trade a treasure).
 Pick up an object in the same space or in an adjacent space.
 Use a treasure that’s not a weapon.

(Each item can be used only ONCE per round of play, however).

 Trigger a trap.

How to Move
Do:
 Move your Speed or less.
 Move through a friend’s space.
 Move straight or diagonally.
Don’t:
 Move through an enemy’s space (unless you can fly or perform a Feat of Dexterity).
 Stop in another figure’s space.
NOTE: A figure who leaves the board can’t return.

How to Attack
1] Roll your attack die.
2] Compare the number rolled to the enemy’s Armour Class:
 If the roll is equal or higher , the attack succeeds. The target loses 1 Hit Point.
 If the roll is lower, the attack fails.

Attack Checks
 POSITION?
Basic Attack: Attacker must be next to target.
Long-Range Attack: At least 1 square must separate attacker and target (unless either figure is

in the air).
 Attacker can make either a basic or a long-range attack each turn–not both.
NOTE: Diagonal moves and attacks are allowed.
 SIGHT?
Attacker must be able to see the target
 Draw an imaginary line from the centre of the attacker’s space to the centre of the
target’s space. Walls and closed doors block line of sight. Figures do not. (See Instruction Book

for further details).
 CLEAR SHOT?
No figure may stand between the attacker and the target.
NOTE: To target a spell at an enemy, the caster must also have a clear shot and be able to see
the target.

The Dragon
 Can open any adjacent door (automatically breaks lock).
 Can close any adjacent door–even if a hero is beside it.
 Breath Attack (No Die Roll)


 Darkfyre targets breath 2 or 3 spaces away, burning everything in between. (Count from

dragon’s head).

 Fireball explodes, covering every space around the target. (Walls and closed doors block

spread).

 Figures struck by flame automatically lose 1 Hit Point. Those who fail to “Save vs. Magic” lose 2
Hit Points instead.
 Can find and use a secret passage (the Dragon Master must place the door on the board,

revealing it to players).

 Movement 

 Count move from head. (Shown above: 3 spaces)
 Tail swings into any position (except across a barrier).

Running an Adventure…
 Skim the adventure text and review the matching map before play starts.
 Complete the Dragon Master’s Setup on your map unless the adventure text says otherwise.
Do not put monsters and treasure chests on the board until…
 a hero opens the door to the room (or building) they’re in, or
 a hero can SEE them (outside rooms or buildings), or
 the adventure text tells you to.
Do not reveal any trap until…
 a hero triggers it, or
 a hero finds and disarms it.
Do not reveal any secret passage until…
 a hero performs a successful search, or
 the dragon reveals the door by using it.
Important Symbols:
Trap. If it’s triggered, the hero player draws a Trap Card.

Lock. Hero can break it (Feat of Strength). Thief can also pick the lock.

(Feat of Dexterity)
Random Treasure. If it’s found, the hero player draws a Treasure Card.

Secret Door. Don’t reveal a secret door until a hero finds it or the dragon passes
through it.
Treasure Chest. Put each chest on the board as soon as a hero sees it (or looks

into the room it’s in).

Door. Put each door on the board as soon as a hero sees it.

“Start” Arrow. Marks a starting position for heroes (see Map Book). If a map
shows more than one “start”, hero players must choose a position before the
adventure begins. All heroes start in the same location (they’re a team).

Feats
Common Feats of Dexterity:
 Climb a cliff or rock wall
 Aim and throw a lightweight object (such as a grappling hook)
 Swing (on a rope or vine)
 Leap a distance equalling up to half your Speed
 Sneak past (or up to) a sleeping monster without waking it
 Pass through a monster’s space (jump over a short guy, crawl through a big guy’s legs…)
 Pick a lock (thief only)
 Search a live monster for treasure (thief only)
Common Feats of Strength:
 Kick open a locked door
 Push, pull, or throw a heavy object (such as a boulder, or any monster except the dragon or
giant) a distance of 1 square
 Lift a heavy object (such as the castle gate)
 Bend something hard or strong
 Break something solid (such as the lock on a chest)
A Feat…
 Must use either Dexterity or Strength.
 Cannot move a hero farther than his or her Speed allows (per turn).
 Cannot be a direct attack (causing an enemy to lose Hit Points).
 Must be a single action.
 Must seem possible.
 Cannot involve an object unless it’s “in play” (a game piece on the board, equipment on a Hero

Card, a boulder, or a treasure).

 A roll of 6 or higher means the Feat succeeds! A roll of 5 or lower means nothing
happens (it’s as if the hero never tried at all).

How to Win
 Heroes win (as a team) if they accomplish the adventure goal, and then all of them escape the
game board alive. (Optional rule: Heroes also win if they kill the dragon–whether or not they

accomplish the goal or all survive).
 Otherwise, the Dragon Master wins.

Using the Time Track
At the end of the Dragon Master’s turn, move the Hourglass Marker one space on the Time Track,
toward the picture of the red dragon (Darkfyre). When the marker reaches the picture, the
dragon enters the game board, at the location on the map.

Equipment
&
Heroes

Equipment & Heroes
“Now that you know some of the basics of the game, let’s look at the
other aspects of Dragon Strike that will help you appreciate this world and
help me conquer it, but please remember to read the ‘Instruction’ Book
from Dragon Strike itself to get a fuller understanding of what is required,
only then will you truly become a Dragon Master…and together we shall
overpower our enemies–ha, ha!”.

Equipment
Besides the equipment that the heroes have with them, it may be also possible for the players to
add or choose their own before the adventure begins or during the adventure if the Dragon
Master wishes. If this is the case it could be that the Dragon Master pre-selects certain
equipment that the heroes should have or find.

Encumbrance: (optional for Dragon Master) Added with the Equipment Table is the
‘Encumbrance’ column for more advanced play. Each object and or equipment is given a value in weight. This
weight is measured by gold coins–10 gold coins equals 1 pound in weight. Example, the Hand Axe
encumbrance is 30, thus 3 pounds. Also if you have a look at the Wizard’s Card and his equipment, he has
Food – 15, Mirror – 3, Rope – 50, and Sacks (large) – 5, a total of 73 (7.3 pounds in weight), of course the
Wizard can choose Sacks (small) if he wants to. As the weight increases, movement decreases. (See table
below)

Encumbrance

Number of Spaces

1801 and over
1601 - 1800
1401 - 1600
1201 - 1400
801 - 1200
501 - 800
401 - 500
301 - 400
201 - 300
up to 200

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Equipment Table
Weapons

Value

Damage

Encumbrance & Size

4
7

D8
D10

30 (small)
70 (large)

25
3
5
20
35
3
5

D10
–
–
D10
D10
–
–

50 (Medium)
2 (small)
4 (small)
20 (small)
30 (large)
2 (small)
4 (small)

3
30

D8
D8

10 (small)
10 (small)

7
10
15

D8
D10
D12

30 (small)
60 (medium)
100 (large)

5
3
7
3
2
5

D8
D8
D10
D8
D8
D10

30 (medium)
50 (medium)
150 (large)
30 (medium)
40 (large)
50 (medium)

Value

AC
4
5
6
7
–

Axes
Hand Axe
Battle Axe

Bows
Crossbow
Case – 12 Quarrels
Case – 24 Quarrels
Short Bow
Long Bow
Quiver – 12 Arrows
Quiver – 24 Arrows

Daggers
Normal Dagger
Silver Dagger

Swords
Short Sword
Battle Sword
Two-Handed Sword

Other Weapons
Mace

Club

Pole Arm (two-handed)
Spear
Staff

War Hammer


Armour
Robes
Leather
Chain Mail
Plate Mail




10
20
40
60

Shield



10

 Can be used by the Cleric

Encumbrance
100
200
400
500
100

Equipment Table
Equipment

Value

Encumbrance

Backpack

5

–

Bullwhip
Chisel
Flask of Oil
Food (1 day’s rations)
Grappling Hook
Hammer (small)
Holy Symbol
Holy Water (1 vial)
Lantern
Lock-Picking Tools
Metal Spike
Mirror (hand-size)
Net (small)
Net (large)
Rope (50’ length)
Sack (small)

2
2
2
3
5
2
25
25
10
25
1
5
1
2
1
1

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Sack (large)

2

–

Tinder Box (flint & steel)
Torches (6)
Water/Wine Skin
Wine (1.5 litres)
Wolfsbane (1 bunch)
Wooden Stakes (6)

3
1
1
1
10
1

–
–
–
–
–
–

Miscellaneous

Value

Boots (magical)
Cloak (magical)
Crystal Ball (magical)
Gauntlets (1 magical pair)
Potion (magical)
Ring (magical)
Scroll (magical)
Wand (magical)

350
350
500
350
450
650
550
750

20 (empty)
Holds up to 400 weight in objects/goods.
10
5
10
15
3
10
1
1
30
10
5
3
50
75
50
1 (empty)
Holds up to 200 weight in objects/goods.
5 (empty)
Holds up to 600 weight in objects/goods.
5
120 (20 each)
5
30
60 (10 each)

Encumbrance
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

1
2
25
2
10
1
2
5

Heroes
Well you need to start somewhere, so herewith is a selection of heroes from which to choose
from.

Amazon
You are a female warrior, belonging to a pride race known as the Amazons. You have been
battle skilled in the art of war, ready to do combat with those who resist your blade. Your
beauty and grace deceive your enemies in thinking that you are no match for them. But
they die by your hands as a mistake of this judgment.

Cleric
You are the righteous Cleric, intelligent and strong. Like the Wizard, Elf and Paladin you
can cast spells to help you in combat. 1 first level and 2 second level spells; with mace and
magic at your control, you are a formidable foe, and your enemies will think twice before
they cross your path to do battle.

Dwarf
You are the Dwarf: short, strong, and as stubborn as a badger. Like most dwarves, you’ve
spent years underground, building tunnels and mining gems. No other hero can find secret
passages or resist spells as well as you do. Though you’re slow as heroes go, only the
warrior bashes better. (Giants call you “The Knee Breaker”). Weapon of choice: a battleaxe.

Elf
You are the mysterious elf. As a creature of the forest, you have great survival skills. You
can hold your own with a spear. Plus, you can even cast a few spells (2 first level and 1
second level). But the longbow is your best weapon. This powerful bow lets you attack from
afar: friends have seen you “retreat” from an enemy–just to use the bow.

Paladin
You are the brave and courageous Paladin, with daring and cunning. You have the ability to
cast spells to help you in times of need. 1 first level, 1 second level, and 1 third level spells.
With your sword by your side, you know, know equal, you battle evil wherever it lurks.
Defeating your enemies with swift justice under the punishment of death.

Priest
You are a mystical Priest of mysterious origins. You have gained the wisdom of spellcasting to help you battle the forces of darkness, and the evil minions of chaos that plague
the land. 3 first level, 3 second level and 3 third level spells are at your command. You
journey far and wide delivering your righteous justice, and help those in need of your
services.

Sorceress
You are a clever beautiful Sorceress. With the experience of Spell Casting by your learned
side, you are able to use this skill to help defeat the forces of evil. Choose your spells
before play: 4 first level, 3 second level, and 2 third level spells are at your command.
Although Magic, is your first choice of attack, you also carry with you a jewel-encrusted
dagger for close combat against your enemies.

Thief
You are the thief–as nimble as a cat, as clever as a fox. With your great Dexterity, you can
pick locks and search an active monster for treasure–feats no other hero can perform.
Plus, only a thief can make Sneak Attacks. (Take 5 Sneak Attack cards). Like Robin Hood, a
heroic thief works for a good cause. Your weapon of choice: the dagger.

Warrior
You are the mighty warrior, courageous and strong. No other hero can withstand as many
blows in battle as you do. And no one cuts down a monster more quickly. The warrior’s
weapon of choice: a two-handed broadsword.

Wizard
You are the cunning Wizard. Both you and the elf can cast spells, but his skills are not as
great as yours. Choose you spells before play: 4 first level, 3 second level, and 2 third
level spells are at your command. Although Magic, is your first choice of attack, you also
carry with you a jewel-encrusted dagger for close combat against your enemies.

Hero Levels
This is optional for the Dragon Master if he or she wants to run a campaign so that the heroes can
gain experience points for their efforts within the adventure. It will be up to the Dragon Master to
determine what bonuses–if any are gained with each level; but remember the Dragon Master may
have to make each adventure tougher to compensate for the hero’s increase in experience. For
example the monster may have more Hit Points or Teraptus can cast more spells. Also perhaps it
would be a good idea to assign monsters/tasks/objects, experience points, so if a hero kills a
monster for example that hero gains the monsters experience points.

Hero Table
The hero table is just a quick glance summery of all the heroes’ statistics.

Reading a Hero Card
There are two types of cards for the hero, the first a descriptive card with a short portrayal of
the hero and what treasure cards that hero can use, as well as what equipment that hero is
carrying to use within the adventure. The second card is the statistics card which shows what
dice ( the blue die 8-sided or d8 is the weakest, the white die 10-sided or d10 is average and the

black die 12-sided or d12 is the strongest, it represents the greatest strength, willpower, or skill)
that hero can use for various things within the adventure.

Speed
Equals the maximum number of spaces the hero can move each turn. All heroes except the
dwarf and the priest have a Speed of 6. (The dwarf’s Speed is 4 and the priest’s Speed is7)

Attack
Shows which die to roll when your hero is attacking; the Attack Die reflects the deadliness
of your weapon, as well as your skill in using it.

Hit Points
Ranges from 3 to 8; this is the number of wounds a hero can sustain before dying. (Each

time your hero suffers a hit, lower the clip on your Hero Card so it marks the number of
points remaining).

Armour Class
Ranges from 4 to 8; this number measures a hero’s ability to withstand physical attacks.
It’s based on armour worn, as well as dodging skill.

Save vs. Magic
Shows which die to roll when an enemy casts a spell upon your hero; the “bigger” the die,
the better your chances of resisting the spell.

Find/Disarm Traps
Shows which die to roll when your hero attempts to locate and disarm traps.

Find Secret Passages
Shows which die to roll when your hero looks for secret passages–such as a door in a
castle wall, or a cave entrance behind a tangle of brush.

Feat of Dexterity
Roll this die when your hero performs a Feat of Dexterity–such as leaping a moat.

Feat of Strength
Roll this die when your hero performs a Feat of Strength–such as lifting a boulder.

Treasure Cards
On some Hero Descriptive Cards–especially new heroes for the game that players can
choose from; there is a list of some treasure cards that the new hero can use besides the
original hero. This makes it easy for the new heroes to take advantage of some treasure
cards normally reserved for the original heroes from the game.

Equipment
A list of the equipment you’re carrying–excluding weapons, armour, and clothes. All
equipment is “in play”. (You can use it if you wish).

Thief’s Special Abilities
Attack
During setup a thief gets 5 cards labelled “Sneak Attack”. A thief player can discard one of
these cards when making an attack. This allows the thief to use the black Attack Die (the
most powerful) instead of the blue one. When the cards are gone, so are these special
attacks.

Feats
Thieves can perform two Feats that no one else can: picking a lock, and searching a live
monster for treasure. Both require Dexterity. The thief must be next to the monster or
lock.

Hero Levels
Name

Level

Title

Experience Points

Amazon

1
2
3

Veteran
Warrior
Sword-master

1800
3600
7200

Cleric

1
2
3

Acolyte
Adept
Priest

1750
3500
7000

Dwarf

1
2
3

Veteran
Warrior
Battle-master

2150
4300
8600

Elf

1
2
3

Warrior Seer
Sword-master Conjurer
Hero Magician

Paladin

1
2
3

Veteran Acolyte
Warrior Adept
Hero Priest

Priest

1
2
3

Medium
Vicar
Curate

Thief

1
2
3

Apprentice
Robber
Cutpurse

1875
3750
7500

Warrior

1
2
3

Veteran
Hero
Swashbuckler

2000
4000
8000

Wizard

1
2
3

Conjurer
Magician
Enchanter

2500
5000
10,000
2100
4200
8400
3000
6000
12,000

2500
5000
10,000

Cleric
Elf
Paladin
Priest
Wizard

Amazon
Cleric
Dwarf
Elf
Paladin
Priest
Thief
Warrior
Wizard

Name

5
5
6
5
6
4
5
6
4

6
6
4
6
6
7
6
6
6

1
2
1
3
4

1st Level Spells

7
6
7
5
7
3
6
8
4

D10
D8
D10
D8
D10
D8
D8
D12
D8

Hit
AC
Speed Attack
Points
D8
D10
D12
D10
D10
D12
D8
D8
D12

Save
vs.
Magic

2
1
1
3
3

D8
D8
D12
D8
D8
D8
D10
D8
D8

D10
D10
D8
D10
D8
D8
D12
D8
D8

Feat
of
Dexterity

–
–
1
3
2

D10
D8
D10
D8
D10
D8
D8
D12
D8

Feat
of
Strength

3rd Level Spells

Find
Secret Passages

2nd Level Spells

D8
D8
D8
D10
D8
D8
D12
D8
D8

Find/
Disarm Traps

Hero Table



Amazon



You are a female warrior, belonging to a
pride race known as the Amazons. You have
been battle skilled in the art of war, ready
to do combat with those who resist your
blade. Your beauty and grace deceive your
enemies in thinking that you are no match
for them. But they die by your hands as a
mistake of this judgment.
Treasure Cards the Amazon can use:
Gauntlets of Ogre Power,
Magic Bow, Magic Chain Mail,
Magic Shield, Magic Sword.
Equipment the Amazon has with her:
Backpack, Food, Iron Spike, Mirror, Rope, Torch.
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to do combat with those who resist your
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Cleric



You are the righteous Cleric, intelligent and
strong. Like the Wizard, Elf and Paladin
you can cast spells to help you in combat. 1
first level and 2 second level spells; with
mace and magic at your control, you are a
formidable foe, and your enemies will think
twice before they cross your path to do
battle.
Treasure Cards the Cleric can use:
Gauntlets of Ogre Power, Magic Chain Mail,
Magic Shield, Magic Throwing Hammer,
Plate Mail, Scroll of Spells.
Equipment the Cleric has with him:
Backpack, Food, Holy Water (1 vial), Mirror, Rope,
Tinder Box (flint & steel).
Remember to choose:
1, 1st level, 1, 2nd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure
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before you start your adventure
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Remember to choose:
1, 1st level, 1, 2nd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure
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You are the righteous Cleric, intelligent and
strong. Like the Wizard, Elf and Paladin
you can cast spells to help you in combat. 1
first level and 2 second level spells; with
mace and magic at your control, you are a
formidable foe, and your enemies will think
twice before they cross your path to do
battle.
Treasure Cards the Cleric can use:
Gauntlets of Ogre Power, Magic Chain Mail,
Magic Shield, Magic Throwing Hammer,
Plate Mail, Scroll of Spells.
Equipment the Cleric has with her:
Backpack, Food, Holy Water (1 vial), Mirror, Rope,
Tinder Box (flint & steel).
Remember to choose:
1, 1st level, 1, 2nd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure



Dwarf



You are the Dwarf: short, strong, and as
stubborn as a badger. Like most dwarves,
you’ve spent years underground, building
tunnels and mining gems. No other hero can
find secret passages or resist spells as well
as you do. Though you’re slow as heroes go,
only the warrior bashes better. (Giants call
you “The Knee Breaker”). Weapon of
choice: a battle-axe.

Equipment the Dwarf has with him:
Backpack, Chisel, Food, Hammer, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.
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You are the Dwarf: short, strong, and as
stubborn as a badger. Like most dwarves,
you’ve spent years underground, building
tunnels and mining gems. No other hero can
find secret passages or resist spells as well
as you do. Though you’re slow as heroes go,
only the warrior bashes better. (Giants call
you “The Knee Breaker”). Weapon of
choice: a battle-axe.

Equipment the Dwarf has with him:
Backpack, Chisel, Food, Hammer, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.



Elf



You are the mysterious elf. As a creature
of the forest, you have great survival skills.
You can hold your own with a spear. Plus,
you can even cast a few spells (2 first level
and 1 second level). But the longbow is your
best weapon. This powerful bow lets you
attack from afar: friends have seen you
“retreat” from an enemy–just to use the bow.

Equipment the Elf has with him:
Backpack, Food, Mirror, Rope, Wooden Stakes.
Remember to choose:
2, 1st level and 1, 2nd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure
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you can even cast a few spells (2 first level
and 1 second level). But the longbow is your
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Paladin



You are the brave and courageous Paladin,
with daring and cunning. You have the
ability to cast spells to help you in times of
need. 1 first level, 1 second level, and 1 third
level spells. With your sword by your side,
you know, know equal, you battle evil
wherever it lurks. Defeating your enemies
with swift justice under the punishment of
death.
Treasure Cards the Paladin can use:
Gauntlets of Ogre Power,
Magic Shield, Magic Sword,
Plate Mail, Wondrous Plate Mail.
Equipment the Paladin has with him:
Backpack, Food, Holy Symbol, Lantern, Mirror, Net.
Remember to choose:
1, 1st level, 1, 2nd level and 1, 3rd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure
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You are the brave and courageous Paladin,
with daring and cunning. You have the
ability to cast spells to help you in times of
need. 1 first level, 1 second level, and 1 third
level spells. With your sword by your side,
you know, know equal, you battle evil
wherever it lurks. Defeating your enemies
with swift justice under the punishment of
death.
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Priest



You are a mystical Priest of mysterious
origins. You have gained the wisdom of spellcasting to help you battle the forces of
darkness, and the evil minions of chaos that
plague the land. 3 first level, 3 second level
and 3 third level spells are at your
command. You journey far and wide
delivering your righteous justice, and help
those in need of your services.
Treasure Cards the Priest can use:
All ‘Wizard Only’ cards
Magic Dagger, Scroll of Spells
Equipment the Priest has with him:
Food, Healing Potion (1 bottle), Holy Symbol, Holy Water (1 vial),
Sacks.
Remember to choose:
3, 1st level, 3, 2nd level and 3, 3rd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure
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You are a mystical Priest of mysterious
origins. You have gained the wisdom of spellcasting to help you battle the forces of
darkness, and the evil minions of chaos that
plague the land. 3 first level, 3 second level
and 3 third level spells are at your
command. You journey far and wide
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before you start your adventure



Sorceress



You are a clever beautiful Sorceress. With
the experience of Spell Casting by your
learned side, you are able to use this skill to
help defeat the forces of evil. Choose your
spells before play: 4 first level, 3 second
level, and 2 third level spells are at your
command. Although Magic, is your first
choice of attack, you also carry with you a
jewel-encrusted dagger for close combat
against your enemies.
Treasure Card the Sorceress can use:
Rope of Climbing.
Equipment the Sorceress has with her:
Food, Mirror, Oil (1 Flask), Sacks, Wolfs-bane (1 Bunch).
Remember to choose:
4, 1st level, 3, 2nd level and 2, 3rd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure
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Thief



You are the thief–as nimble as a cat, as
clever as a fox. With your great
Dexterity, you can pick locks and search an
active monster for treasure–feats no other
hero can perform. Plus, only a thief can
make Sneak Attacks. (Take 5 Sneak
Attack cards). Like Robin Hood, a heroic
thief works for a good cause. Your weapon
of choice: the dagger.

Equipment the Thief has with her:
Bullwhip, Food, Grappling Hook, Lock-Picking Tools, Mirror, Rope.
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You are the thief–as nimble as a cat, as
clever as a fox. With your great
Dexterity, you can pick locks and search an
active monster for treasure–feats no other
hero can perform. Plus, only a thief can
make Sneak Attacks. (Take 5 Sneak
Attack cards). Like Robin Hood, a heroic
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Warrior



You are the mighty warrior, courageous and
strong. No other hero can withstand as
many blows in battle as you do. And no one
cuts down a monster more quickly. The
warrior’s weapon of choice: a two-handed
broadsword.

Equipment the Warrior has with him:
Food, Metal Spike, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.
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You are the mighty warrior, courageous and
strong. No other hero can withstand as
many blows in battle as you do. And no one
cuts down a monster more quickly. The
warrior’s weapon of choice: a two-handed
broadsword.

Equipment the Warrior has with him:
Food, Metal Spike, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.





Wizard



You are the cunning Wizard. Both you and
the elf can cast spells, but his skills are not
as great as yours. Choose you spells before
play: 4 first level, 3 second level, and 2
third level spells are at your command.
Although Magic, is your first choice of
attack, you also carry with you a jewelencrusted dagger for close combat against
your enemies.

Equipment the Wizard has with him:
Food, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.
Remember to choose:
4, 1st level, 3, 2nd level and 2, 3rd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure
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You are the cunning Wizard. Both you and
the elf can cast spells, but his skills are not
as great as yours. Choose you spells before
play: 4 first level, 3 second level, and 2
third level spells are at your command.
Although Magic, is your first choice of
attack, you also carry with you a jewelencrusted dagger for close combat against
your enemies.

Equipment the Wizard has with him:
Food, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.
Remember to choose:
4, 1st level, 3, 2nd level and 2, 3rd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure
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† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
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 A roll of 6 or better equals success!
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1
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0
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6 spaces
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3
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1
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0
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Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!

ONLY 

No one is faster with a blade than you
are. This card lets you use the black
die (d12) when attacking with your
dagger. (It’s a short-range attack, as
usual) . Discard after one attack.
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Sneak Attack

Monsters
&
Spells

Monsters & Spells
“If there’s one thing I can’t do without is my spells and Monsters to
help deal with medalling heroes who try to stop me in my plans of
conquest; needless to say they too have spells, which I suppose they need to
defeat me–ha, ha…they can try…but it won’t do them any good”.

Monsters
Bugbear
This 8-foot-tall brute likes to attack with a blunt axe. Most Bugbears are as dumb as a
door nail, but they can talk, and sometimes like to boast to their fellows about what they
have killed-if anything.

Death Knight
This long-dead knight walks the land, still hungry for battle. Its attack paralyses any
living target for 1 turn, unless the victim rolls a successful Save vs. Magic. Death Knights
fear nothing. Few of them talk–they just stalk their prey.

Dragon
The dragon’s name is Darkfyre. Each turn, he can make a multiple attack: white d10 (claw)
+ white d10 (claw) + black d12 (bite). OR he can attack with his deadly, flaming breath
(See Instruction Book). Darkfyre is as smart as the heroes. He can talk, but he rarely
does.

Evil Wizard
This black-heated wizard is called Teraptus. He’s just as smart as he is wicked. The evil
wizard can cast 6 spells from the Teraptus Deck. The Dragon Master chooses these
spells secretly before play starts; heroes won’t know what they are until the evil wizard
casts them!

Fire Elemental
This living tower of flame is always vicious. It doesn’t speak, but it can crackle like a fire
and roar like an inferno. The elemental attacks by lashing out with its fiery limbs. Only
spells and magical weapons (blades, wands, etc), can harm this monster. It’s immune to
all kinds of flame, including a fireball spell and dragon’s breath!

Gargoyle
This hideous grey creature looks like a statue that has come to life. The Gargoyle can
talk, but it’s not very smart. Many Gargoyles are cowards and fly away when the attack is
hopeless. Gargoyles also make good spies.

Giant
This towering creature stands over 10 feet tall. He packs quite a punch, but he favours
another attack: crushing his opponents by throwing boulders or stone blocks. Giants are
pretty dumb, but they can talk. (Favourite phases: “Me crush you like bug! Rrraargh!”)

Giant Spider
Giant Spiders are carnivores that like to capture their victims in webs, and then jump on
them to finish them off with their venomous fangs. A Giant Spider is able to use one (1)
web attack per battle that functions exactly like the second level hero spell. In addition,
any hero hit by the fang attack must make a Save vs. Magic or be paralysed for one (1)
turn.

Horned Fiend
From the planes of Hell the Horned Fiend combines terror and strength to administer
death to those who appose him in battle. He can also cast spells: Choose 2 Teraptus Spell
cards before you start your adventure.

Lord Fear
Lord Fear is the leader of the Undead Warriors known as Death Knights. Lord Fear has
the added ability to create Death Knights from fallen warriors within a space from him,
although he may only have three (3) of them under his control at any one (1) time. It
takes one (1) turn to create a new Death Knight.

Manscorpion
The Manscorpion is completely evil and hates everyone but himself. He likes to wound
opponents with his swords, then slay them with his stinger; and collect if possible their
heads as trophies to boast his skill in battle. The Manscorpion is smart and he can talk.

Minotaur
Minotaurs are large humanoid creatures with a head of a bull. They will always attack
anything that is smaller than they are, and will chase after anyone as long as they are
still in sight. Minotaurs have good eyesight for seeing in the dark. If a Minotaur has no
weapons for attack it can use its horns by rolling a D10 for attack.

Ogre Mage
The Ogre Mage is a creature to be reckoned with, huge and powerful and with the ability
to cast spells to help him match his fearless hunger for battle. Having no fear of death
the Ogre Mage will strike any Hero down without mercy. Choose 3 Teraptus Spell cards
before you start your adventure.

Orc
Orcs are smelly, drooling creatures with wet, pig-like snouts. They’re not as tough as
they look. The only thing they seem to be good at is sentry duty. They’re dumb oafs, but
they can talk. Orcs don’t like humans, elves, dwarves.

Owl Bear
Owl Bears are creatures with the body of a bear and a head of an owl. They can talk, but
normally have very bad tempers. If an Owl Bear hits the same Hero twice in one (1) turn
with its paws, it hugs for an additional point of damage. Owl Bears have excellent
eyesight and can see in the dark and can be easily distracted.

Skeleton
The Skeletons are the main fighters in Teraptus’ Undead army. They show no fear and are
merciless against anyone who stands in their way, with sword or axe in hand they charge
into battle howling their death-cry to put panic in their opponents. If Lord Fear is with
them, the Skeleton gains one (1) extra hit point.

Troll
Trolls are wart-covered creatures that like to hide under bridges. They heal very quickly.
(In fact, they can even regrow severed limbs!) Each turn, after moving and attacking, a
troll automatically regains 1 Hit Point it has lost. A dead troll can’t recover Hit Points,
however.

Vampire
The Vampire is a creature of the night, who can change into a bat from human form to
attack its prey if need be. When a Vampire successfully hits a hero, it gains back, lost hit
points (1 or 2, depending on damage done, to a maximum of 5). Vampires are smart and
can talk, and have very good night vision.

Zombie
Zombies are animated creatures that still have a tough, resilient skin that can ward off
most attacks. They are slow but persistent in hunting heroes and just moan most of the
time. Zombies also have foul breath that is nauseating and can use this on any hero that
is standing next to them as an extra attack: d8 (foul breath).

Monster Table
The monster table is just a quick glance summery of all the monsters statistics.

Reading a Monster Card
When your hero meets a monster during an adventure, you and other hero players can look at its
Monster card. Monsters can’t do many things heroes can, so their list of features is shorter.
These features work just like the heroes’ own.

Hit Points
Ranges from 1 to 8; this is the number of wounds a monster can sustain before dying.

Speed
Equals the maximum number of squares that a monster can move each turn. Most monsters are
slower than the heroes, but some are faster (especially those who fly).

Attack
Shows which die the Dragon Master rolls when the monster attacks.

Multiple Attacks: Some monsters can attack more than once in a turn. In that case, the
Monster Card lists one die for each attack, with a “+” in between. All attacks must be targeted
against the SAME hero.

Long-Range Attacks: An attack marked “long-range” can strike an enemy who is two or
more squares distant. The monster can make either a normal or a long-range attack each turn; it
can’t do both.

Armour Class
Ranges from 4 to 8; this number measures a monster’s ability to withstand physical attacks. It’s
based on any armour or protection worn, as well as dodging skill.

Save vs. Magic
Shows which die to roll when a hero casts a spell upon the monster; the “bigger” the die, the
better the chances of the monster resisting the spell cast.

Notes
Includes any special attacks or defences the monster has–such as the troll’s ability to heal itself.
In addition, notes often explain how smart the monster is and whether it talks. This helps the
Dragon Master play the monster’s “role” when the heroes ask questions. Dumb monsters usually
say dumb things and can be easily fooled. Smart monsters say clever things and are difficult to
fool.

Spells
Heroes Who Can Cast Spells
Cleric
The Cleric chooses 1 first level and 2 second level spells, for his/her use within the
adventure.

Elf
The Elf chooses 2 first level and 1 second level spells, for his/her use within the
adventure.

Paladin
The Paladin chooses 1 first level, 1 second level and 1 third level spells, for his/her use
within the adventure.

Priest
The Priest chooses 3 first level, 3 second level and 3 third level spells, for his use within
the adventure.

Sorceress
The Sorceress chooses 4 first level, 3 second level and 2 third level spells, for her use
within the adventure.

Wizard
The Wizard chooses 4 first level, 3 second level and 2 third level spells, for her use within
the adventure.

Monsters Who Can Cast Spells
Evil Wizard
The Evil Wizard chooses 6 Teraptus spells, for his use within the adventure.

Horned Fiend
The Horned Fiend chooses 2 Teraptus spells, for his use within the adventure.

Ogre Mage
The Ogre Mage chooses 3 Teraptus spells, for his use within the adventure.

New Spells
Hero Spells
Enchant
This spell when cast on a weapon enables it to cause hopefully an extra die amount of
damage than it usual does. This spell only lasts for 1 turn only. Therefore if a weapon uses
1 die to attack an enemy, it now uses 2 dice; giving an extra chance at the enemy’s Armour
Class. If both dice are successful the target loses 2 Hit Points instead of 1.

Freeze
Cast this spell within line of sight on any target. If successful the target is frozen for 1
turn and can do nothing else–targets that are frozen can be attacked, but cannot defend.
The target gets one chance to resist: a successful Save vs. Magic roll. If the evil wizard is
frozen and thus attacked, the spell is broken and the evil wizard can defend against the
attack.

Magic Shield
This spell gives you or another hero a Magic Shield which surrounds your body that
absorbs any magical spells and attacks, for one turn only. You are not immune to nonmagical attacks.

Resist Cold
If you are hit by the “Ice Storm” spell, you can cast this spell and negate any of its affects.
You do not have to roll for Save vs. Magic, thus you lose no Hit Points.

Ice Spear
A magically spear made of chilly ice crystals materialises in your hand. You may throw the
spear at any target in line of sight. The target must Save vs., Magic. If the targets fails,
lose 2 Hit Points, if the target succeeds lose 1 Hit Point.

Materialize
Conjure up any one object from the list below to help you within the current adventure.
Blanket (small, medium, large)
Dagger (silver, gold, bronze, steel)
Holy Water (small vial)
Mirror (small hand-held)
Net (small, medium, large)
Rope (any length)
Small Wooden Box (with lockable lid)
Torch (will stay alight for 3 turns)

Pit Trap
This spell creates a pit trap (one space size) under any monster. The monster falls
instantly down the pit losing 1 Hit Point. Place the pit trap marker under the monster
figure, which stays in place for the rest of the game. During the next turn the monster can
climb out of the pit trap. (Place monster on an adjacent space near the pit trap) Any
monsters or heroes that fall into the pit trap cannot be attacked and thus cannot defend.

Time Stop
This spell temporarily suspends the Hourglass Marker from moving for 2 turns, then the
Hourglass resumes as normal.

Teraptus Spells
Poison Mist
A poisonous mist forms in a space the evil wizard can see, then it spreads to every space
that touches it. Anyone struck by this mist must Save vs. Magic. Those who fail lose will
lose 1 Hit Point per turn, including the current turn, until they take a healing potion to stop
the affect. Those who succeed are not affected by the poison mist.

Recast
Teraptus can reuse a spent spell of his choice. (This includes any hero spell as well) Select
the spell that has been used during the current adventure. The selected spell can be used
immediately or saved for later use.

Sleep
Teraptus can put to sleep up to 4 heroes whom he can see; the hero has one chance to
Save vs. Magic. If the hero succeeds nothing happens, if the hero fails, that hero falls
asleep. (Tip figure over). Any further attack kills the hero automatically. Waking: The hero
yawns and rises when someone moves or attacks within 2 squares. The hero must wait 1
round before he/she can act.

Summon Elemental
With magical finesse Teraptus summons up his Fire Elemental if available, to attack any
hero in line of sight. Place the Fire Elemental adjacent to any hero for immediate attack.

Summoning
With a wave of his hand Teraptus can summon up to three Death Knights if available, to
attack any hero in line of sight. Place any Death Knight adjacent to any hero for immediate
attack.

Tempest
Teraptus concentrates his great mental abilities to form a small tempest, which envelops a
hero in line of sight. That hero misses his/her next turn.

This 8-foot-tall brute likes to attack with a
blunt axe. Most Bugbears are as dumb as a
door nail, but they can talk, and sometimes
like to boast to their fellows about what
they have killed-if anything.

d8
5
d8

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

d8 scythe
5
d10

2
4

Knights fear nothing. Few of them talk–they
just stalk their prey.

living target for 1 turn, unless the victim
rolls a successful Save vs. Magic . Death

This long-dead knight walks the land, still
hungry for battle. Its attack paralyses any

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Death Knight

Bugbear
2
6

DEATH KNIGHT

BUGBEAR

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

See Below
8
d12

8
12 (flies)

The dragon’s name is Darkfyre. Each turn,
he can make a multiple attack: white d10
(claw) + white d10 (claw) + black d12 (bite).
OR he can attack with his deadly, flaming
breath (See Instruction Book) . Darkfyre is
as smart as the heroes. He can talk, but he
rarely does.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Dragon

DRAGON

MONSTER

d8 dagger
5
d12

This black-heated wizard is called Teraptus.
He’s just as smart as he is wicked. The evil
wizard can cast 6 spells from the Teraptus
Deck. The Dragon Master chooses these
spells secretly before play starts; heroes
won’t know what they are until the evil
wizard casts them!

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

d12 flame
5
d12

5
6

immune to all kinds of flame, including a
fireball spell and dragon’s breath!

Only spells and magical weapons (blades,
wands, etc) , can harm this monster. It’s

This living tower of flame is always vicious.
It doesn’t speak, but it can crackle like a
fire and roar like an inferno. The elemental
attacks by lashing out with its fiery limbs.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Fire Elemental

Evil Wizard
4
6

FIRE ELEMENTAL

EVIL WIZARD

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

d8 claw + d8 claw
4
d10

3
8 (flies)

This hideous grey creature looks like a
statue that has come to life. The Gargoyle
can talk, but it’s not very smart. Many
Gargoyles are cowards and fly away when
the attack is hopeless. Gargoyles also make
good spies.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Gargoyle

GARGOYLE

MONSTER

d12 fist or
d10 (boulder, long-range)
7
d8

(Favourite phases: “Me crush you like bug!
Rrraargh!”)

This towering creature stands over 10 feet
tall. He packs quite a punch, but he favours
another attack: crushing his opponents by
throwing boulders or stone blocks. Giants
are pretty dumb, but they can talk.

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

d8 sword+
d8 sword + d10 sting
7
d10

5
8

The Manscorpion is completely evil and
hates everyone but himself. He likes to
wound opponents with his swords, then slay
them with his stinger; and collect if
possible their heads as trophies to boast
his skill in battle. The Manscorpion is smart
and he can talk.

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

Hit Points
Speed

Manscorpion

Giant
5
8

MANSCORPION

G IANT

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

d8 sword or
d8 (crossbow, long-range)
4
d8

1
6

Orcs are smelly, drooling creatures with
wet, pig-like snouts. They’re not as tough as
they look. The only thing they seem to be
good at is sentry duty. They’re dumb oafs,
but they can talk. Orcs don’t like humans,
elves, dwarves.

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

Hit Points
Speed

Orc

ORC

MONSTER

d10 bite
6
d8

Trolls are wart-covered creatures that like
to hide under bridges. They heal very
quickly. (In fact, they can even regrow
severed limbs!) Each turn, after moving and
attacking, a troll automatically regains 1 Hit
Point it has lost. A dead troll can’t recover
Hit Points, however.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

d8 fangs
6
d8

2
8

Giant Spiders are carnivores that like to
capture their victims in webs, and then
jump on them to finish them off with their
venomous fangs. A Giant Spider is able to
use one (1) web attack per battle that
functions exactly like the second level hero
spell. In addition, any hero hit by the fang
attack must make a Save vs. Magic or be
paralysed for one (1) turn.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Giant Spider

Troll
3
6

G IANT SPIDER

TROLL

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

d8 claw + d8 claw
+ d10 horns or cast a spell
6
d10

4
9 (flies)

From the planes of Hell the Horned Fiend
combines terror and strength to administer
death to those who appose him in battle. He
can also cast spells: Choose 2 Teraptus
Spell cards before you start your
adventure.

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

Hit Points
Speed

Horned Fiend
Fi end

HORNED FIEND

MONSTER

d10 sword
6
d10

Lord Fear is the leader of the Undead
Warriors known as Death Knights. Lord Fear
has the added ability to create Death
Knights from fallen warriors within a space
from him, although he may only have three
(3) of them under his control at any one (1)
time. It takes one (1) turn to create a new
Death Knight.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

d12 battle axe
6
d8

4
6

Minotaurs are large humanoid creatures
with a head of a bull. They will always
attack anything that is smaller than they
are, and will chase after anyone as long as
they are still in sight. Minotaurs have good
eyesight for seeing in the dark. If a
Minotaur has no weapons for attack it can
use its horns by rolling a D10 for attack.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Minotaur

Lord Fear
5
5

MINOTAUR

LORD FEAR

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

d10 (staff) or cast a spell
6
d12

4
4

The Ogre Mage is a creature to be reckoned
with, huge and powerful and with the ability
to cast spells to help him match his
fearless hunger for battle. Having no fear
of death the Ogre Mage will strike any Hero
down without mercy. Choose 3 Teraptus
Spell cards before you start your
adventure.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Og re Mage

OGRE MAGE

MONSTER

d8 paw + d8 paw + d8 beak
5
d8

Owl Bears are creatures with the body of a
bear and a head of an owl. They can talk,
but normally have very bad tempers. If an
Owl Bear hits the same Hero twice in one
(1) turn with its paws, it hugs for an
additional point of damage. Owl Bears have
excellent eyesight and can see in the dark
and can be easily distracted.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

d10 sword
6
d10

2
5

The Skeletons are the main fighters in
Teraptus’ Undead army. They show no fear
and are merciless against anyone who
stands in their way, with sword or axe in
hand they charge into battle howling their
death-cry to put panic in their opponents. If
Lord Fear is with them, the Skeleton gains
one (1) extra hit point.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Skeleton

Owl Bear
3
6

SKELETON

OWL BEAR

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

d8 fangs-bat or
d10 fangs-human
5
d10

5
7 (human) or 10 (bat)

The Vampire is a creature of the night, who
can change into a bat from human form to
attack its prey if need be. When a Vampire
successfully hits a hero, it gains back, lost
hit points (1 or 2, depending on damage
done, to a maximum of 5) . Vampires are
smart and can talk, and have very good
night vision.

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

Hit Points
Speed

Vampire
Vam pire

VAMPIRE

MONSTER

3
4
d10 sword
5
d8

Zombies are animated creatures that still
have a tough, resilient skin that can ward
off most attacks. They are slow but
persistent in hunting heroes and just moan
most of the time. Zombies also have foul
breath that is nauseating and can use this
on any hero that is standing next to them
as an extra attack: d8 (foul breath).

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Zombie

ZOMBIE

MONSTER

AC

5
5
8

5

5
4

7

7

4

6
6

6

Name

Bugbear
Death Knight
Dragon

Evil Wizard

Fire Elemental
Gargoyle

Giant

Manscorpion

Orc

Troll
Horned Fiend

Lord Fear

5

3
4

1

5

6

5
3

4

2
2
8

Hit Points

5

6
10 (flies)

6

8

8

6
10 (flies)

6

6
4
12 (flies)

Speed
D8 (axe)
D8 (scythe)
D10 (claw)
D10 (claw)
D12 (bite)
Flaming Breath
D8 (dagger)
6 Spells
D12 (flame)
D8 (claw)
D8 (claw)
D12 (fist)
D10 (boulder)
D8 (sword)
D8 (sword)
D10 (sting)
D8 (sword)
D8 (crossbow)
D10 (bite)
D8 (claw)
D8 (claw)
2 Spells
D10 (Short Sword)
D10 (Short Sword)

Attack

Monster Table

55

400

D10

D10

275

D8

75
200

300
50

D12
D10

D8
D10

200

D12

10

20
35
1200

D8
D10
D12

D8

Experience Value

Save vs. Magic

AC

6

6
6
5

6
5

5

Name

Minotaur

Giant Spider
Ogre Mage
Owlbear

Skeleton
Vampire

Zombie

3

2
5

2
4
3

4

Hit Points

4

5
10/7

8
4
6

6

Speed
D12 (Battle Axe)
D10 (Horns)
D8 (Fangs)
D10 (Staff)
D8 (Paw)
D8 (Paw)
D8 (Beak)
D10 (Sword)
D8 (Fangs)
D10
(Supernatural Strength)
D10 (Axe)

Attack

Monster Table

D8

D10
D10

40

40
225

30
175
85

65

D8
D8
D12
D8

Experience Value

Save vs. Magic

3

2

LEVEL 

4

2

 Attach clip here. 

3

1

4

2
 Attach clip here. 

3

1

Shield lasts 4 turns.

 FIRST

Charm lasts 4 turns.

LEVEL 

1

This spell gives you or another hero a
base Armour Class of 7. (Magical
treasure can boost this number
further). The shield also blocks magic
missiles .

 FIRST

Shield

4

Charm

1
 Attach clip here. 

2

 Attach clip here. 

3

You gain complete control of one
bugbear, one orc, the giant, or the evil
wizard. The target gets one chance to
resist: a successful Save vs. Magic roll.
If the evil wizard is charmed, you
control his Teraptus Cards–and can use
his magic against other monsters!

4

Shield lasts 4 turns.

LEVEL 

Charm lasts 4 turns.

 FIRST

This spell gives you or another hero a
base Armour Class of 7. (Magical
treasure can boost this number
further). The shield also blocks magic
missiles .

LEVEL 

Shield

You gain complete control of one
bugbear, one orc, the giant, or the evil
wizard. The target gets one chance to
resist: a successful Save vs. Magic roll.
If the evil wizard is charmed, you
control his Teraptus Cards–and can use
his magic against other monsters!

 FIRST

Charm
LEVEL 

LEVEL 
This spell immediately restores 4 Hit
Points to any hero–including yourself.

 FIRST

Cure Light Wounds

This spell immediately restores 4 Hit
Points to any hero–including yourself.

 FIRST

Cure Light Wounds

LEVEL 

A magical arrow flies straight toward
the enemy of your choice. The target
loses 1 Hit Point. Monsters and heroes
do NOT block the arrow’s path. Walls,
doors, and terrain block sight as usual.

 FIRST

LEVEL 

Your touch is electrifying! This spell lets
you roll the black die (d12) when
attacking someone next to you. Good for
one attack.

 FIRST

Shocking Grasp

LEVEL 

Magic Missile

 FIRST

Your touch is electrifying! This spell lets
you roll the black die (d12) when
attacking someone next to you. Good for
one attack.

LEVEL 

Shocking Grasp

A magical arrow flies straight toward
the enemy of your choice. The target
loses 1 Hit Point. Monsters and heroes
do NOT block the arrow’s path. Walls,
doors, and terrain block sight as usual.

 FIRST

Magic Missile
LEVEL 

LEVEL 
Up to 3 enemies you can see fall asleep.
(Tip figures over). Any further attack
kills a sleeper automatically. Waking :
Sleepers yawn and rise when someone
moves or attacks within 6 squares. They
must wait 1 round to act. A hero can
perform a Feat of Dexterity to avoid
waking a sleeper.

 FIRST

Sleep

Up to 3 enemies you can see fall asleep.
(Tip figures over). Any further attack
kills a sleeper automatically. Waking :
Sleepers yawn and rise when someone
moves or attacks within 6 squares. They
must wait 1 round to act. A hero can
perform a Feat of Dexterity to avoid
waking a sleeper.

 FIRST

Sleep

LEVEL 

This spell when cast on a weapon
enables it to cause hopefully an extra
die amount of damage than it usual
does. This spell only lasts for 1 turn
only. Therefore if a weapon uses 1 die to
attack an enemy, it now uses 2 dice;
giving an extra chance at the enemy’s
Armour Class. If both dice are
successful the target loses 2 Hit Points
instead of 1.

 FIRST

LEVEL 
Cast this spell within line of sight on
any target. If successful the target is
frozen for 1 turn and can do nothing
else–targets that are frozen can be
attacked, but cannot defend. The target
gets one chance to resist: a successful
Save vs. Magic roll. If the evil wizard is
frozen and thus attacked, the spell is
broken and the evil wizard can defend
against the attack.

 FIRST

Freeze

LEVEL 

Enchant

 FIRST

Cast this spell within line of sight on
any target. If successful the target is
frozen for 1 turn and can do nothing
else–targets that are frozen can be
attacked, but cannot defend. The target
gets one chance to resist: a successful
Save vs. Magic roll. If the evil wizard is
frozen and thus attacked, the spell is
broken and the evil wizard can defend
against the attack.

LEVEL 

Freeze

This spell when cast on a weapon
enables it to cause hopefully an extra
die amount of damage than it usual
does. This spell only lasts for 1 turn
only. Therefore if a weapon uses 1 die to
attack an enemy, it now uses 2 dice;
giving an extra chance at the enemy’s
Armour Class. If both dice are
successful the target loses 2 Hit Points
instead of 1.

 FIRST

Enchant

3

2

LEVEL 

4

2

 Attach clip here. 

3

1

4

2
 Attach clip here. 

3

1

Spell lasts 4 turns.

 SECOND

Darkness lasts 4 turns.

LEVEL 

1

One hero, object, or non-flying monster
floats straight up into the air, then
hovers in place. (Put a Wing Marker
beneath that figure). An unwilling target
can Save vs. Magic to resist being lifted.

 SECOND

Levitate

4

Darkness

1
 Attach clip here. 

2

 Attach clip here. 

3

The room around you is plunged into
darkness. (Outdoors, this spell affects
one space you can see, plus every space
around it). No one can attack or cast
spells in the dark. All figures move at
half speed during any turn they begin in
the dark.

4

Spell lasts 4 turns.

LEVEL 

Darkness lasts 4 turns.

 SECOND

One hero, object, or non-flying monster
floats straight up into the air, then
hovers in place. (Put a Wing Marker
beneath that figure). An unwilling target
can Save vs. Magic to resist being lifted.

LEVEL 

Levitate

The room around you is plunged into
darkness. (Outdoors, this spell affects
one space you can see, plus every space
around it). No one can attack or cast
spells in the dark. All figures move at
half speed during any turn they begin in
the dark.

 SECOND

Darkness
LEVEL 

2
 Attach clip here. 

3

1

LEVEL 

4

2
 Attach clip here. 

3

Spell lasts 4 turns.

1

You can see all invisible monsters,
objects and secret doors!

 SECOND

Detec t Invisibility

4

Spell lasts 4 turns.

You can see all invisible monsters,
objects and secret doors!

 SECOND

Detect Invisibility

LEVEL 

You can open a door that is locked or
magically sealed. You must stand in a
space touching the door to cast this
spell.

 SECOND

LEVEL 

This spell makes you (or a friend)
invisible. You can’t be attacked while
invisible. You can move about and open
or close doors, but if you perform an
action, the spell is broken. You can also
break the spell at will. An invisible thief
automatically succeeds with a Sneak
Attack, but the attack ends the spell.

 SECOND

Invisibility

LEVEL 

Knock

 SECOND

This spell makes you (or a friend)
invisible. You can’t be attacked while
invisible. You can move about and open
or close doors, but if you perform an
action, the spell is broken. You can also
break the spell at will. An invisible thief
automatically succeeds with a Sneak
Attack, but the attack ends the spell.

LEVEL 

Invisibility

You can open a door that is locked or
magically sealed. You must stand in a
space touching the door to cast this
spell.

 SECOND

Knock
LEVEL 

LEVEL 
A sticky web takes shape in any space
you can see, then spreads to every
adjacent space. Walls and doors block
the spread. Anyone caught in the web
can try to Save vs. Magic once per turn.
Those who succeed can move; those who
fail are stuck. The web can be burned
away, but anyone in the fire loses 1 Hit
Point.

 SECOND

Web

A sticky web takes shape in any space
you can see, then spreads to every
adjacent space. Walls and doors block
the spread. Anyone caught in the web
can try to Save vs. Magic once per turn.
Those who succeed can move; those who
fail are stuck. The web can be burned
away, but anyone in the fire loses 1 Hit
Point.

 SECOND

Web

LEVEL 

If you are hit by the “Ice Storm” spell,
you can cast this spell and negate any
of its affects. You do not have to roll for
Save vs. Magic, thus you lose no Hit
Points.

 SECOND

LEVEL 
This spell gives you or another hero a
Magic Shield which surrounds your body
that absorbs any magical spells and
attacks, for one turn only. You are not
immune to non-magical attacks.

 SECOND

Magic Shield

LEVEL 

Resist Cold

 SECOND

This spell gives you or another hero a
Magic Shield which surrounds your body
that absorbs any magical spells and
attacks, for one turn only. You are not
immune to non-magical attacks.

LEVEL 

Magic Shield

If you are hit by the “Ice Storm” spell,
you can cast this spell and negate any
of its affects. You do not have to roll for
Save vs. Magic, thus you lose no Hit
Points.

 SECOND

Resist Cold

LEVEL 

2

 THIRD

LEVEL 

Fly

 Attach clip here. 

3

1

4

2

 Attach clip here. 

3

Spell lasts 4 turns.

1

You–or a friend you choose–can fly,
moving at double speed. Only spells,
long-range weapons, and other airborne
figures can take off, land, or end turns
in midair. A flyer can pass through
spaces containing enemies, and can
open and close doors as usual.

4

Spell lasts 4 turns.

Either you of a friendly figure in sight
can act in “double time” – moving twice
and attacking twice per turn.

 THIRD

Haste
LEVEL 

LEVEL 

This spell starts a fire in any space you
can see. Instantly, the fire spreads to
every adjacent space (walls and doors
block the spread). Every monster and
hero in the fireball must Save vs. Magic.
Those who fail lose 2 Hit Points. Those
who succeed lose 1 Hit Point instead.

 THIRD

Fireball

A powerful bolt travels straight from
your fingertips, in the direction of your
choice. EVERY figure in line with the bolt
must Save vs. Magic. Those who fail lose
2 Hit Points. Those who succeed lose 1
Hit Point instead. Only walls, doors, and
similar barriers can stop the bolt.

 THIRD

Lightning Bolt
LEVEL 

LEVEL 
This spell instantly moves you (or
another hero you can see) to any space
in sight.

 THIRD

Dimension Door

You can erase all magic from a room.
Spell effects end. Magical webs vanish,
and magical treasure quits working (but
only while in the room). Outdoors, dispel
magic affects 1 space plus every space
that touches it.

 THIRD

Dispel Magic

LEVEL 

LEVEL 

This spell temporarily suspends the
Hourglass Marker from moving for 2
turns, then the Hourglass resumes as
normal.

 THIRD

Time Stop

This spell creates a pit trap (one space
size) under any monster. The monster
falls instantly down the pit losing 1 Hit
Point. Place the pit trap marker under
the monster figure, which stays in place
for the rest of the game. During the
next turn the monster can climb out of
the pit trap. (Place monster on an
adjacent space near the pit trap) Any
monsters or heroes that fall into the pit
trap cannot be attacked and thus cannot
defend.

 THIRD

Pit Trap
LEVEL 

LEVEL 
A magically spear made of chilly ice
crystals materialises in your hand. You
may throw the spear at any target in
line of sight. The target must Save vs.,
Magic. If the targets fails, lose 2 Hit
Points, if the target succeeds lose 1 Hit
Point.

 THIRD

Ice Spear

Blanket (small, medium, large)
Dagger (silver, gold, bronze, steel)
Holy Water (small vial)
Mirror (small hand-held)
Net (small, medium, large)
Rope (any length)
Small Wooden Box (with lockable lid)
Torch (will stay alight for 3 turns)

Conjure up any one object from the list
below to help you within the current
adventure.

 THIRD

Materialize

SPELL 

Teraptus can drain 1 Hit Point from any
hero next to him. The hero has one
chance to resist: a Save vs. Magic. If the
hero succeeds, nothing happens. If the
hero fails, Teraptus gains the Hit Point!

 TERAPTUS

SPELL 

An icy blast forms in a space the evil
wizard can see, then spreads to every
space that touches it. Anyone struck by
the cold must Save vs. Magic. Those who
fail lose 2 Hit Points. Those who succeed
lose 1 Hit Point instead.

 TERAPTUS

Ice Storm

SPELL 

Vampiric Touch

 T ERAPTUS

Teraptus can see all invisible heroes
and ignore all darkness spells–for the
rest of the adventure! Show this card to
hero players when Teraptus casts the
spell. Then place the card beside your
screen.

SPELL 

True Seeing

Teraptus can move any hero he can see
to any space he can see. The hero has
one chance to resist: a successful Save
vs. Magic.

 TERAPTUS

Teleport
SPELL 

SPELL 
Teraptus gains an Armour Class of 7 for
the rest of the adventure. Show this
card to hero players when the spell is
cast. Then put the card beside your
screen.

 TERAPTUS

Stoneskin

Teraptus tries to destroy a treasure!
Choose one Treasure Card held by any
hero within sight. The hero must Save
vs. Magic. If the hero succeeds, the
treasure is safe. If the hero fails, the
treasure is gone (discarded).

 TERAPTUS

Cancellation

SPELL 

A powerful bolt travels straight from
the wizard’s fingertips, in the direction
of your choice. EVERY figure in line with
the bolt must Save vs. Magic. Those who
fail lose 2 Hit Points. Those who succeed
lose 1 Hit Point instead. Only walls,
doors, and similar barriers can stop the
bolt.

 TERAPTUS

SPELL 

With a wave of his hand Teraptus can
summon up to three Death Knights if
available, to attack any hero in line of
sight. Place any Death Knight adjacent
to any hero for immediate attack.

 TERAPTUS

Summoning

SPELL 

Lightning Bolt

 TERAPTUS

Teraptus can erase all magic from a
room–ending the effects of any spell or
magical treasure. Magical webs are
destroyed. Treasure works again when
it’s outside the room. Outdoors, dispel
magic affects 1 space plus every space
that touches it.

SPELL 

Dispel Magic

This magic instantly moves Teraptus to
any space he can see.

 TERAPTUS

Dimension Door
SPELL 

SPELL 
A poisonous mist forms in a space the
evil wizard can see, then it spreads to
every space that touches it. Anyone
struck by this mist must Save vs. Magic.
Those who fail lose will lose 1 Hit Point
per turn, including the current turn,
until they take a healing potion to stop
the affect. Those who succeed are not
affected by the poison mist.

 TERAPTUS

Poison Mist

With magical finesse Teraptus summons
up his Fire Elemental if available, to
attack any hero in line of sight. Place
the Fire Elemental adjacent to any hero
for immediate attack.

 TERAPTUS

Summon Elemental

SPELL 

SPELL 

Teraptus concentrates his great mental
abilities to form a small tempest, which
envelops a hero in line of sight. That
hero misses his/her next turn.

 TERAPTUS

Tempest

Teraptus can reuse a spent spell of his
choice. (This includes any hero spell as
well) Select the spell that has been used
during the current adventure. The
selected spell can be used immediately
or saved for later use.

 TERAPTUS

Recast
SPELL 

2

 TERAPTUS

SPELL 

Sleep

 Attach clip here. 

3

1

Teraptus can put to sleep up to 4 heroes
whom he can see; the hero has one
chance to Save vs. Magic. If the hero
succeeds nothing happens, if the hero
fails, that hero falls asleep. (Tip figure
over). Any further attack kills the hero
automatically. Waking : The hero yawns
and rises when someone moves or
attacks within 2 squares. The hero must
wait 1 round before he/she can act.

4

Spell lasts 4 turns.

This spell lets Teraptus fly. His Speed
becomes 10. He can fly over enemies. He
can also end turns hovering in midair,
where only spells, long-range attacks,
and airborne opponents can strike him.

 TERAPTUS

Fly

Traps
&
Treasure

Traps & Treasure
“Well, my young Dragon Master, if spells and monsters are just not enough,
then perhaps the heroes can taste a little discomfort when a trap or two has
been placed and sprung by their careless footwork and or curiosity. Needless
to say, here to are some treasure that may help the heroes overcome my
monsters and spells…it’s sad really–they need all the help they can get”.

Trap Cards
The Trap cards are, I think self explanatory, so no need clarify them here. But I have added some new
ones for Dragonstrike, that may interest you.

Arrow
An arrow shoots out from a hidden location. To avoid the arrow attempt a Feat of Dexterity.
Failure means you lose 1 Hit Point. Success means the arrow has missed. (stay in the same

space)

Dart
Oops! You have just triggered a trap. A dart shoots out from a concealed location. To avoid
the dart attempt a Feat of Dexterity. Failure means you lose 1 Hit Point. Success means you
dodge the dart just in time. (Stay in the same space)

Magic 1
You have set off a magic trap that stops you on the spot, in which you cannot move. You must
roll a Save vs. Magic. Success means you are okay. Failure means you lose 1 Hit Point.

Magic 2
You have set off a magic trap that prevents you from moving. You must roll a Save vs. Magic.
Success means you are okay. Failure means you lose 1 Hit Point and must stay in the same
space for one turn. ( You can still defend, attack or cast a spell)

Wandering Monster
Monster
Just when you thought everything was going well, a monster on patrol has spotted you. Now
it’s too late to run, you will have to fight it out. The evil wizard collects the bugbear, death
knight, gargoyle and orc monster cards and shuffles them; and without looking randomly
selects one card, the monster selected is place beside the hero and attacks immediately

Treasure Cards
The Treasure cards are also self explanatory, so no need explain them here. But I have added some
new ones for Dragonstrike, that may interest you.

Crystal Ball 2
Use this card during your turn. The crystal ball allows you to search the treasure deck for
any treasure to replace any one treasure you have just found to your liking. Place discarded
treasure card with the other treasure cards and reshuffle the deck.

Gold
You have stuck it rich! And found 100 gold coins. There are three (3) 100 gold coins cards,
two (2) 250 gold coin cards, one (1) 500 gold coin card, one (1) 750 gold coin card, and one
(1) 1000 gold coin card.

Potion
Potion of Casting
Any non-magic hero that drinks this potion can cast spells for the rest of the adventure. If a
magic user drinks this potion they can regain 1 lost spent spell that can be used immediately
or can be saved for later use. If this is the case discard after use.

Potion of Cure Poison
Drinking this potion will cure any poison, near fatal sting from a monster; any cut from a
blade, or any weapon, even a plant, and including if you eat any food that may be laced with
poison.

Scroll of Statuette
Statuette
Cast this spell on any target; the target turns into a bronze statue for two turns, and cannot
move, attack or do anything. While a bronze statue the target cannot be killed.

An axe blade springs forth, slashing at
your body. The Dragon Master rolls the
black die (d12) as if a monster were
attacking you. If struck, you lose 1 Hit
Point.

An arrow shoots out from a hidden
location. To avoid the arrow attempt a
Feat of Dexterity. Failure means you
lose 1 Hit Point. Success means the
arrow has missed. (stay in the same

Someone disarmed this trap long ago.
No one gets hurt.

Oops! You have just triggered a trap. A
dart shoots out from a concealed
location. To avoid the dart attempt a
Feat of Dexterity. Failure means you
lose 1 Hit Point. Success means you
dodge the dart just in time. (Stay in

the same space)

Disarmed Trap

Dart Trap

space)

Blade Trap

Arrow Trap

Zap! You’ve suffered an electrical
shock. Roll your Save vs. Magic die at
once. Success means you’re okay.
Failure means you lose 1 Hit Point.

Electrical Trap

A rat gnawed the ropes, so the trap
fails. No one gets hurt.

Broken Trap

Two saw-toothed metal jaws start to
crush your legs. Attempt a Feat of
Dexterity. Success means you escape
the trap (but stay in the same
space) .failure means you lose 1 Hit
Point.

Pit Trap
The floor beneath you disappears and
you plunge into a pit! Attempt a Feat of
Dexterity. Success means the fall
doesn’t hurt you. Failure means you
lose 1 Hit Point. To escape the pit, you
must climb (another Feat of
Dexterity) , fly, or levitate. The floor
reappears as soon as you leave the
pit.

Look out! A boulder falls from above,
heading straight toward your head.
Attempt a feat of Dexterity. Failure
means you lose 1 Hit Point. Success
means you dodge the rock just in time.

Magic Trap

You have set off a magic trap that
prevents you from moving. You must
roll a Save vs. Magic. Success means
you are okay. Failure means you lose 1
Hit Point and must stay in the same
space for one turn. ( You can still

defend, attack or cast a spell)

(Stay in the same space).

JawsJaws - of - Death Trap

Falling Rock Trap

You’ve triggered a trap! Poisonous gas
fills the trap location, plus every
adjacent space. Figures struck by
poisonous gas must Save vs. Magic
successfully of they lose 1 Hit Point.

Poison Gas Trap

You have set off a magic trap that
stops you on the spot, in which you
cannot move. You must roll a Save vs.
Magic. Success means you are okay.
Failure means you lose 1 Hit Point.

Magic Trap

Rusty Trap
What a lucky break! This old trap
simply falls apart, and no one gets
hurt.

Wandering Monster
Just when you thought everything was
going well, a monster on patrol has
spotted you. Now it’s too late to run,
you will have to fight it out. The evil
wizard collects the bugbear, death
knight, gargoyle and orc monster
cards and shuffles them; and without
looking randomly selects one card, the
monster selected is place beside the
hero and attacks immediately.

Rope Trap

A magical rope wraps itself around
you, binding your arms and legs. While
bound, you can do just one thing:
perform s Feat of Strength to break
free. A friend can also free you with a
Feat of Dexterity.

Spear Trap

A spear springs toward you. The
Dragon Master rolls the black die (d12)
as if a monster were attacking. If
struck, you lose 1 Hit Point.

Just when you thought everything was
going well, a monster on patrol has
spotted you. Now it’s too late to run,
you will have to fight it out. The evil
wizard collects the bugbear, death
knight, gargoyle and orc monster
cards and shuffles them; and without
looking randomly selects one card, the
monster selected is place beside the
hero and attacks immediately.

Wandering Monster

You’ve triggered a trap! Sleeping gas
fills the trap location–plus every
space touching it. Everyone struck by
the gas must Save vs. Magic. Those
who succeed are not affected. Those
who fail immediately fall over, and
must snooze through their next turn.
Nothing can wake them sooner.
Attacks
against
a
sleeper
automatically succeed.

Sleeping Gas Trap

Wandering Monster
Just when you thought everything was
going well, a monster on patrol has
spotted you. Now it’s too late to run,
you will have to fight it out. The evil
wizard collects the bugbear, death
knight, gargoyle and orc monster
cards and shuffles them; and without
looking randomly selects one card, the
monster selected is place beside the
hero and attacks immediately.

Wandering Monster

Just when you thought everything was
going well, a monster on patrol has
spotted you. Now it’s too late to run,
you will have to fight it out. The evil
wizard collects the bugbear, death
knight, gargoyle and orc monster
cards and shuffles them; and without
looking randomly selects one card, the
monster selected is place beside the
hero and attacks immediately.

or ELF ONLY 

These magical boots let you move
silently–without a Feat of Dexterity!
You can sneak past (or approach)
sleeping enemies without waking them.

 THIEF

or ELF ONLY 

This “camouflage cloak” makes you
invisible in tree or bushes! No one can
attack you. You can move, but as soon
as you do anything else, everyone can
see
you.
An
invisible
thief
automatically succeeds with a Sneak
Attack, but becomes visible at once. If
you become visible, the cloak works
again on your next turn.

 THIEF

Elven Cloak

ONLY 

Elven Boots

 WIZARD

Crystal Ball
Use this card during your turn. The
crystal ball allows you to search the
treasure deck for any treasure to
replace any one treasure you have
just found to your liking. Place
discarded treasure card with the
other treasure cards and reshuffle the
deck.

ONLY 

These wondrous boots let you move up
to 9 spaces each turn!

 THIEF

Boots of Speed
ONLY 

or DWARF ONLY 

weapon is magical too, these gauntlets
do not harm the fire elemental.

These gauntlets let you swing, smash,
and slash with extra force. If you
attack successfully with a short-range
weapon, your opponent loses 2 Hit
Points instead of 1. Note: Unless the

 WARRIOR

Gauntlets
Of Ogre Power

Use this card anytime during your
turn. The crystal ball shows you what
lies behind a door, a wall, or a similar
barrier. You can see all monsters,
traps, and treasures! The Dragon
Master draws any traps and
treasures, and lays the cards face up
beside the game board. The crystal
ball works only once; then you must
discard it.

 W IZARD

Crystal Ball

ONLY 

When you attack with this magic
dagger, use the white die (d10). If you
miss, try again–you get a free attack
against the same target.

 THEIF

or DWARF ONLY 

This shield raises your Armour Class 1
point for the whole adventure. Other
treasures or magic can improve your
Armour Class even further.

 WARRIOR

Magic Shield

ONLY 

Magic Dagger

 ELF

Magic Bow
Use the black die (d12) when attacking
with this weapon. It’s more powerful
than an ordinary bow.

ONLY 

Roll the black die (d12) when attacking
with this axe.

 DWARF

Magic BattleBattle - Axe

ONLY 
Roll the black die (12) when attacking.
If you miss, you can immediately make
a second, free attack against the same
target, using the blue die (d8)!

 WARRIOR

Magic Sword

This chain mail gives you a base
Armour Class of 7. Spells and
additional treasure can improve your
Armour Class even further.

or DWARF ONLY 

Magic Chain Mail
 WARRIOR

HERO 

Drinking this potion will cure any
poison, near fatal sting from a
monster; any cut from a blade, or any
weapon, even a plant, and including if
you eat any food that may be laced
with poison.

 ANY

HERO 

Drink this, and you’ll lose 1 fewer Hit
Point anytime you contact fire or
flame. The potion even protects
against dragon’s breath and the fire
elemental! Benefits last for the entire
adventure.

 ANY

Potion
Pot ion of
Fire Resistance

ONLY 

Potion of
Cure Poison

 WARRIOR

This plate mail gives you a base
Armour Class of 7. Spells and treasure
can improve your Armour Class even
further.

ONLY 

Plate Mail

Throw this hammer at any monster at
least 2 squares away. It’s a longrange attack, using the blue die (d8).
Like a boomerang, the hammer
automatically returns to your hand on
the same turn.

 DWARF

Magic
Throwing Hammer
HERO 

HERO 

4

2
 Attach clip here. 

3

Potion lasts 4 turns.

1

Drink this and you can fly! Your seed
doubles. You can soar over enemies.
Plus, you can end a turn in midair–
where only long-range attacks
(including spells) and other flying
creatures can strike you.

 ANY

Potion of Flying

Any non-magic hero that drinks this
potion can cast spells for the rest of
the adventure. If a magic user drinks
this potion they can regain 1 lost spent
spell that can be used immediately or
can be saved for later use. If this is
the case discard after use.

 ANY

Potion of Casting

HERO 

2

 Attach clip here. 

3

1

HERO 

Whoever drinks this potion regains 4
Hit Points immediately. Discard after
use.

 ANY

Potion of Healing

4

Potion lasts 4 turns.

Drink this and you’ll gain great
strength while attacking with a
weapon–causing a target to lose 2 Hit
Points instead of 1.

 ANY

Potion of
Giant Strength
HERO 

HERO 

Whoever drinks this potion regains 4
Hit Points immediately. Discard after
use.

 ANY

Potion of Healing

Healing’ Treasure Card, (Take the
card from the Treasure Deck)
The Mercenary Warrior and the Dark
Elf do not start with any Treasure
Cards.

Whoever drinks this potion regains 4
Hit Points immediately. Discard after
use. Teraptus starts with 1 ‘Potion of

 ANY

Potion of Healing
HERO 

HERO 
This potion makes you invisible, so no
one can attack you. The magic ends if
you do anything besides opening or
closing doors and moving. An invisible
thief automatically succeeds with a
Sneak Attack, but becomes visible
again. Discard after the magic ends.

 ANY

Potion of
Invisibility

Whoever drinks this potion regains 4
Hit Points immediately. Discard after
use.

 ANY

Potion of Healing

HERO 

HERO 

For the whole adventure, this ring lets
you climb cliffs and move through
trees, water, and other rough terrain
at normal speed– without making a
Feat of Dexterity or Strength. Web
spells can’t stop you, but walls block
movements as usual.

 ANY

Ring of
Free Action

Drink this, and you can add 1 point to
your Armour Class for the rest of the
adventure.

 ANY

Potion of
Invulnerability
HERO 

2

 Attach clip here. 

3

1

HERO 

Adds 1 point to your Armour Class for
the whole adventure! Other magic can
boost your Armour Class even further.

 ANY

Ring of Protection

4

Potion lasts 4 turns.

Drink this and you’ll float straight up
into the air. Put a Wing Marker
beneath your figure. While floating,
you can’t move. Only spells, longrange weapons, and flying creatures
can hit you.

 ANY

Potion of
Levitation
HERO 

HERO 

4

2
 Attach clip here. 

3

Ring lasts 4 turns.

1

This ring lets you detect all traps and
secret doors within sight. You can
stand in place and scan all around.
Use of this ring counts as an action.

 ANY

Ring of Seeing
Seei ng

Wear this, and you’ll lose 1 fewer Hit
Point every time you contact flame or
fire. This ring even protects against
dragon’s breath and the fire
elemental! Lasts a whole adventure!

 ANY

Ring of
Fire Resistance

or ELF ONLY 

Draw two Hero Spells at random, right
now. Place the cards on top of this
scroll. You can cast your new magic
anytime, just like other spells. Discard
the scroll after both spells have been
cast.

 WIZARD

or ELF ONLY 

Cast this spell on any target; the
target turns into a bronze statue for
two turns, and cannot move, attack or
do anything. While a bronze statue the
target cannot be killed.

 WIZARD

Scroll of Statuette

HERO 

Scroll of Spells

 ANY

This ring deflects the next spell that is
cast at you. The spell fizzles and
doesn’t work. Discard this card
afterward.

HERO 

Ring of
Spell Turning

Right away, draw two Hero Spells at
random. Set both cards atop this one–
the ring stores the magic. You can
cast the spells anytime, just like a
wizard or elf (even if you are a wizard
or elf) . Discard this after the magic is
gone.

 ANY

Ring of
Spell Storing
ONLY 

ONLY 

4

2
 Attach clip here. 

3

1

Works 4 times; each use is an attack.

This wand creates an icy storm in any
space you can see. Instantly, the
storm spreads to every adjacent
space. (Walls and similar barriers
block the spread) . Anyone caught in
the storm must Save vs. Magic. Those
who fail lose 2 Hit Points. Those who
succeed lose 1 Hit Point instead.

 WIZARD

Wand of Cold

rope takes the place of a successful
Feat) .

This rope lets you climb just about
anything–from walls to cliffs to trees–
without a Feat of Dexterity! (Using the

 THIEF

Rope of Climbing

 Attach clip here. 

1

2
 Attach clip here. 

3

1

4

2

4

3

Works 4 times; each use is an attack.

ONLY 

Works 4 times; each use is an attack.

 WIZARD

This wand fires a green beam of light
that paralyses one enemy in sight. You
must have a clear shot. If the target
Saves vs. Magic successfully, the wand
fails.

ONLY 

This wand shoots a magical arrow that
flies straight toward one target at any
distance. The target loses 1 Hit Point.
Only walls, doors, and similar barriers
block the arrow. Figures do not–the
arrow flies “over” them to reach your
target.

 WIZARD

Wand of
Paralyzation

1

Wand of
Magic Missiles

2

 Attach clip here. 

3

 Attach clip here. 

1

4

2

4

3

Works 4 times; each use is an attack.

ONLY 

Works 4 times; each use is an attack.

 WIZARD

This wand starts a fire in any space
you can see. Immediately, the fire
spreads to every adjacent space.
(Walls and doors block the spread) .
Heroes and monsters struck by fire
must Save vs. Magic. Those who fail
lose 2 Hit Points. Those who succeed
lose 1 Hit Point instead.

ONLY 

Wand of Fire

This wand creates a wave of terror.
The wave begins in any space you can
see, then spreads to every adjacent
space. Anyone struck can Save vs.
Magic. Those who fail must run just far
enough away so you can’t see them–
immediately.

 WIZARD
WIZARD

Wand of Fear
ONLY 

2

 W ARRIOR

ONLY 

Wondrous
Plate Mail

 Attach clip here. 

3

1

Your base Armour Class is 8 while you
wear this plate mail. Spells and
additional treasure can improve your
Armour Class even further.

4

Works 4 times; each use is an attack.

This wand shoots a straight bolt of
lightning. Only walls, doors, and
similar barriers can stop it. Every
figure in its path must Save vs. Magic.
Those who fail lose 2 Hit Points. Those
who succeed lose 1 Hit Point instead.

 WIZARD

Wand of Lightning

You have struck it rich! And found 250
gold coins.

HERO 

You have struck it rich! And found 250
gold coins.

 ANY

Gold!

HERO 

Gold!

 ANY

You have struck it rich! And found 100
gold coins.

HERO 

Gold!
 ANY

You have struck it rich! And found 100
gold coins.

HERO 

Gold!

 ANY

HERO 
You have struck it rich! And found 500
gold coins.

 ANY

Gold!

You have struck it rich! And found 100
gold coins.

HERO 

Gold!
 ANY

You have struck it rich! And found 750
gold coins.

HERO 

Gold!

 ANY

You have struck it rich! And found
1000 gold coins.

HERO 

Gold!
 ANY

Allies
&
New Monsters

Allies & New Monsters
“As much as I detest this section of the Dragon Master’s Edition,
supplying new allies for the game, the only saving grace is the new monsters
that are sure to be a hit. I hope my young Dragon Master that you will use
these monsters to the utmost in our plans to foil any attempts by King
Halvor and his pesky sidekick Lord Narran”.

Allies
Axrock
Axrock the Noble as he is known, is for all appearances a kind-hearted dwarf. Axrock is a
curious dwarf and likes to know why things are in the world. With this philosophy he has
created the Sunstone to control the element of light. But Teraptus kidnapped Axrock and
forced him to use the Sunstone for evil means. Only the magic throwing hammer can destroy
the Sunstone. Weapon of choice: the magic throwing hammer.

Griz the Good Wizard
Griz the Good Wizard is a personal friend of Lord Narran. He is very experienced in the ways
of magic and has in the past come into conflict with Teraptus many a time. Griz’s main claim
to fame is the invention of his Fire Ring that can repel fire and protect against Dragon’s
breath and fire elementals; and because of this, Teraptus has vowed to destroy the ring or
claim it for his own.

King Halvor
King Halvor and his war against the evil wizard Teraptus has been going on for any years.
King Halvor’s only purpose in life it seems is his relentless pursuit of Teraptus and to bring
him to justice. Although he may not look it, the king is a very kind and thoughtful person and
likes a good joke or two. The king also prizes loyalty and truth above all things, and rewards
those who show such devotion, and punishes those who do not.

Lady Aleetha
Lady Aleetha is married to Lord Narran; she is young and beautiful, as well as an expert thief.
Her skills in this field are well suited to the trials and tribulations within the kingdom when
going up against Teraptus. Lady Aleetha is also passing on her skills and knowledge to her
daughter Pauline. Lady Aleetha has also ties to the race of Amazons, and is rumoured to be a
princess.

Lord Narran
Lord Narran is younger than he looks, the years have taken there toll with hard campaigning.
But with battle experience under his belt, he continues the fight against the forces of evil and
Teraptus himself. Lord Narran helps King Halvor as best he can in trying to thwart Teraptus’
plan for conquest and keeping the peace throughout the kingdom. Teraptus even tried
poisoning Lord Narran, but has since survived the plot.

Pauline
Pauline is the daughter of Lord Narran and Lady Aleetha; she is learning to become a welltrained thief, so Pauline too can fight Teraptus in her own way. But because she is still young,
Pauline still gets into trouble, as she acts first and thinks later. It was this type of thinking
that got her kidnapped by Teraptus to be his bride, but Pauline is a fast learner, and will
Teraptus what he truly deserves.

Silverthorne
Pauline is the daughter of Lord Narran and Lady Aleetha; she is learning to become a welltrained thief, so Pauline too can fight Teraptus in her own way. But because she is still young,
Pauline still gets into trouble, as she acts first and thinks later. It was this type of thinking
that got her kidnapped by Teraptus to be his bride, but Pauline is a fast learner, and will
Teraptus what he truly deserves.

Sorceress Alana
Sorceress Alana is a beautiful magic-user and is much sought after for her magic spells and
enchantments. She rarely visits any royalty if requested, as she prefers those to come to her
for help and assistance. But if she does make an appearance, it is for special occasions only
or to warn those that great danger is afoot. If Alana seeks you out, it is considered an
honour.

Tree Spirit
The Tree Spirit is a rare being of mysterious magical power. The Tree Spirits are the
guardians of the forests and woodlands and protect these places from any harm. The Tree
Spirit silently keeps a wary eye on those who travel through their protectorate, if a tree is
cut down without their consent, the wrath of the tree Spirit is devastating to say the least.

Water Spirit
The Water Spirit is a revered being of old; the life giving water that the Water Spirit provides
is sacred to all living things. Without it all life would not exist; the Water Spirit is everywhere
and as such knows great wisdom and many have tried to seek such knowledge. Ingredients
for potions is one such insight the Water Spirit knows and guards, to be given to the wise.

New Monsters
Big Bones
Big Bones is one mean giant, and his younger brother Rockbones is no better. Big Bones is
very strong and can lift and throw much larger boulders. Big Bones also likes to collectsteal things like Alana’s crystal ball. Big Bones can talk if he wants to. (Favourite phase:

“Fee, fie, foe, fum; I smell a treat for the tummy-tum-tum!)

Brutus the Bugbear Bandit
Brutus the Bugbear Bandit has been a pain in Lord Narran’s side; he once stole the Lord’s
royal seal in the hops that Brutus could hang his own enemies. Brutus is actually more
intelligent than most Bugbears–but still like most of them–naturally boasts of his skills
against humans.

Fire Spirit
This Fire Spirit is one mean living flame. Besides the usual features of a Fire Elemental it
has an extra ability–Each turn, it can burn 1 empty, adjacent forest space. Use a Fire Marker
to show the trees are destroyed or a Water Marker for the destroyed bridge, (Fire Markers
does not affect heroes).The Fire Spirit can talk.

Grunt the
the Giant
Grunt the Giant has gathered a small army to terrorize Lord Narran’s estate and the
surrounding countryside. Grunt hates all things human and can’t wait to have Lord Narran’s
head on a pole to show Teraptus. Grunt can also talk. (Favourite phase: “Fee, fie, foe, fum; I

smell the blood of a hero-scum!”)

Rockbones the Giant
Rockbones the Giant has made an alliance with Teraptus and plans to help the evil wizard
bring down Lord Narran. Rockbones is tough like his brother Big Bones but not as strong.
Rockbones prefers kill first and eat humans later; Rockbones can talk but hardly does.

(Favourite phase: “Fee, fie, foe, fum; I like to eat humans…yum-yum-yum!”)

Skullmasher
Skullmasher lives in an isolated castle between the Elven Forest and the Dwarven Mountains.
This is a good location as Skullmasher likes to kidnap innocent travellers, on their way to
various towns and villages. He takes them to his castle and has them for dinner…eventually.

‘Super’ Orc
This orc has various equipment on him that makes him a ‘Super’ orc. Thus, he has these
abilities: Opponents struck by the sword lose two Hit Points instead of one! Also the first
spell cast at the ‘Super’ orc fails automatically! The orc carries the Magic Sword and
Wondrous Plate Mail.

Werewolf
When humans turn into werewolves use this card as a reference. Werewolves are not that
easy to kill as only silver objects and or weapons can kill them. (Silver tipped arrows )
Magical weapons can only harm but cannot kill, when a werewolf is down to one Hit Point it
runs away from attack. They can talk in broken sentences.



Axrock



Axrock the Noble as he is known, is for all
appearances a kind-hearted dwarf. Axrock
is a curious dwarf and likes to know why
things are in the world. With this
philosophy he has created the Sunstone to
control the element of light. But Teraptus
kidnapped Axrock and forced him to use the
Sunstone for evil means. Only the magic
throwing hammer can destroy the Sunstone.
Weapon of choice: the magic throwing
hammer.
Artifacts Axrock has with him:
Sunstone.
Equipment Axrock has with him:
Backpack, Chisel, Food, Hammer, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.



Griz the Good Wizard



Griz the Good Wizard is a personal friend
of Lord Narran. He is very experienced in
the ways of magic and has in the past come
into conflict with Teraptus many a time.
Griz’s main claim to fame is the invention of
his Fire Ring that can repel fire and protect
against Dragon’s breath and fire elementals;
and because of this, Teraptus has vowed to
destroy the ring or claim it for his own.

Artifacts Griz has with him:
Fire Ring.
Equipment Giz has with him:
Food, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.
Remember to choose:
4, 1st level, 3, 2nd level and 2, 3rd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure



King Halvor 

King Halvor and his war against the evil
wizard Teraptus has been going on for any
years. King Halvor’s only purpose in life it
seems is his relentless pursuit of Teraptus
and to bring him to justice. Although he may
not look it, the king is a very kind and
thoughtful person and likes a good joke or
two. The king also prizes loyalty and truth
above all things, and rewards those who
show such devotion, and punishes those who
do not.
Artifacts King Halvor has with him:
Dragon Egg, Silver Scepter.
Equipment King Halvor has with him:
Backpack, Food, Mirror, Rope.



Lady Aleetha



Lady Aleetha is married to Lord Narran;
she is young and beautiful, as well as an
expert thief. Her skills in this field are well
suited to the trials and tribulations within
the kingdom when going up against Teraptus.
Lady Aleetha is also passing on her skills
and knowledge to her daughter Pauline. Lady
Aleetha has also ties to the race of
Amazons, and is rumoured to be a princess.

Artifacts Lady Aleetha has with her:
Silver Scepter in 3 Parts.
Equipment Lady Aleetha has with her:
Backpack, Food, Lock-Picking Tools, Mirror, Rope.
Remember to take:
The 5 Sneak Attack cards
before you start your adventure



Lord Narran



Lord Narran is younger than he looks, the
years have taken there toll with hard
campaigning. But with battle experience
under his belt, he continues the fight against
the forces of evil and Teraptus himself. Lord
Narran helps King Halvor as best he can
in trying to thwart Teraptus’ plan for
conquest and keeping the peace throughout
the kingdom. Teraptus even tried poisoning
Lord Narran, but has since survived the
plot.
Artifacts Lord Narran has with him:
Narran’s Seal.
Equipment Lord Narran has with him:
Backpack, Food, Mirror, Rope, Water/Wine Skin.



Pauline



Pauline is the daughter of Lord Narran and
Lady Aleetha; she is learning to become a
well-trained thief, so Pauline too can fight
Teraptus in her own way. But because she
is still young, Pauline still gets into
trouble, as she acts first and thinks later. It
was this type of thinking that got her
kidnapped by Teraptus to be his bride, but
Pauline is a fast learner, and will Teraptus
what he truly deserves.
Artifacts Pauline has with her:
Magic Flute.
Equipment Pauline has with her:
Food, Lock-Picking Tools, Mirror, Rope.
Remember to take:
The 5 Sneak Attack cards
before you start your adventure



Silverthorne



Silverthorne comes from the Elven Forrest
and was on his way to the ‘Tombs of
Fayrdorr’ when he was ambushed by
Skullmasher the troll. But as luck would
have it, Silverthorne was rescued. He
carries with him the sacred magical Elven
key, a gift from the elders to help
Silverthorne upon his journey into the
unknown, outside the forest and beyond.

Artifacts Silverthorne has with him:
Magic Key.
Equipment Silverthorne has with him:
Backpack, Food, Mirror, Rope, Wooden Stakes.
Remember to choose:
2, 1st level and 1, 2nd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure



Sorceress Alana



Sorceress Alana is a beautiful magic-user
and is much sought after for her magic spells
and enchantments. She rarely visits any
royalty if requested, as she prefers those to
come to her for help and assistance. But if
she does make an appearance, it is for special
occasions only or to warn those that great
danger is afoot. If Alana seeks you out, it
is considered an honour.

Artifacts Alana has with her:
Crystal Ball, Ruby Necklace.
Equipment Alana has with her:
Food, Mirror, Rope, Sacks.
Remember to choose:
4, 1st level, 3, 2nd level and 2, 3rd level Hero Spell cards
before you start your adventure



Tree Spirit



The Tree Spirit is a rare being of
mysterious magical power. The Tree Spirits
are the guardians of the forests and
woodlands and protect these places from any
harm. The Tree Spirit silently keeps a wary
eye on those who travel through their
protectorate, if a tree is cut down without
their consent, the wrath of the tree Spirit is
devastating to say the least.

Artifacts the Tree Spirit has with her:
Crystal Ball.
Treasure Cards the Tree Spirit can use:
Wands of Cold, Fear, Fire, Lightning, Magic Missiles, Paralyzation.
Remember to choose:
The 3 wand treasure cards for the Tree Spirit
before you start your adventure



Water Spirit



The Water Spirit is a revered being of old;
the life giving water that the Water Spirit
provides is sacred to all living things.
Without it all life would not exist; the
Water Spirit is everywhere and as such
knows great wisdom and many have tried to
seek such knowledge. Ingredients for potions
is one such insight the Water Spirit knows
and guards, to be given to the wise.
Artifacts the Tree Spirit has with her:
Magic Pouch.
Treasure Cards the Water Spirit can use:
Potions of Fire Resistance, Flying, Giant Strength, Healing,
Invisibility, Invulnerability, Levitation.
Remember to choose:
The 3 potion treasure cards for the Water Spirit
before you start your adventure


Speed

Axrock



4 spaces

† Attack

Hit Points

d8 (magic hammer)

7

6 (chain mail)

6

 Save vs. Magic

d12

5

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

4

 Find Secret Passages

d12

3

 Feat of Dexterity

d8

 Feat of Strength

d10

Armour Class

2
1
0

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!



Griz the Good Wizard

Speed

† Attack


Hit Points

6 spaces
d8 (staff)

4

4 (robes)

3

 Save vs. Magic

d12

2

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

1

 Find Secret Passages

d8

0

 Feat of Dexterity

d8

 Feat of Strength

d8

Armour Class

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

King Halvor



6 spaces

† Attack

Hit Points

d10 (sword)

6

7 (plate mail)

5

 Save vs. Magic

d10

4

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

3

 Find Secret Passages

d8

2

 Feat of Dexterity

d8

 Feat of Strength

d10

Armour Class

1
0

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

† Attack

Lady Aleetha


Hit Points

6 spaces
d8 (dagger)

6

4 (royal garments)

5

 Save vs. Magic

d8

4

 Find/Disarm Traps

d12

3

 Find Secret Passages

d12

2

 Feat of Dexterity

d12

 Feat of Strength

d8

Armour Class

1
0

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

† Attack

Lord Narran



6 spaces

Hit Points

d10 (sword)

7

7 (plate mail)

6

 Save vs. Magic

d8

5

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

4

 Find Secret Passages

d8

3

 Feat of Dexterity

d10

 Feat of Strength

d10

Armour Class

2
1
0

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

† Attack

Pauline


Hit Points

6 spaces
d8 (dagger)

5

4 (royal garments)

4

 Save vs. Magic

d8

3

 Find/Disarm Traps

d10

2

 Find Secret Passages

d8

1

 Feat of Dexterity

d10

 Feat of Strength

d8

Armour Class

0

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

Silverthorne



6 spaces

† Attack

Hit Points

d8 (spear)
D10 (bow, long-range)

Armour Class

5
4

5 (leather armour)

3

 Save vs. Magic

d10

2

 Find/Disarm Traps

d10

1

 Find Secret Passages

d8

0

 Feat of Dexterity

d10

 Feat of Strength

d8

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

† Attack

Sorceress Alana


Hit Points

6 spaces
d8 (staff)

4

4 (robes)

3

 Save vs. Magic

d12

2

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

1

 Find Secret Passages

d8

0

 Feat of Dexterity

d8

 Feat of Strength

d8

Armour Class

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

Tree Spirit



6 spaces

† Attack

Hit Points

d12 (magic)

4

4 (robes)

3

 Save vs. Magic

d12

2

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

1

 Find Secret Passages

d8

0

 Feat of Dexterity

d8

 Feat of Strength

d8

Armour Class

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

† Attack

Water Spirit



6 spaces

Hit Points

d12 (magic)

4

4 (light garments)

3

 Save vs. Magic

d12

2

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

1

 Find Secret Passages

d8

0

 Feat of Dexterity

d8

 Feat of Strength

d8

Armour Class

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!

d12 fist or
D12 (boulder, long-range)
7
d8

smell a treat for the tummy-tum-tum!)

Big Bones is one mean giant, and his
younger brother Rockbones is no better.
Big Bones is very strong and can lift and
throw much larger boulders. Big Bones also
likes to collect-steal things like Alana’s
crystal ball. Big Bones can talk if he wants
to. (Favourite phase: “Fee, fie, foe, fum; I

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

d8
5
d8

3
6

Brutus the Bugbear Bandit has been a pain
in Lord Narran’s side; he once stole the
Lord’s royal seal in the hops that Brutus
could hang his own enemies. Brutus is
actually more intelligent than most
Bugbears–but still like most of them–
naturally boasts of his skills against
humans.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Brutus

Big Bones
6
8

BRUTUS

BIG BONES

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

d12 flame
5
d12

6
6

This Fire Spirit is one mean living flame.
Besides the usual features of a Fire
Elemental it has an extra ability–Each turn,
it can burn 1 empty, adjacent forest space.
Use a Fire Marker to show the trees are
destroyed or a Water Marker for the
destroyed bridge, (Fire Markers does not
affect heroes). The Fire Spirit can talk.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Fire Spirit

FIRE SPIRIT

MONSTER

d12 fist or
d10 (boulder, long-range)
7
d8

fie, foe, fum; I smell the blood of a heroscum!”)

Grunt the Giant has gathered a small army
to terrorize Lord Narran’s estate and the
surrounding countryside. Grunt hates all
things human and can’t wait to have Lord
Narran’s head on a pole to show Teraptus.
Grunt can also talk. (Favourite phase: “Fee,

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

d12 fist or
d10 (boulder, long-range)
7
d8

6
9

fum; I like to eat humans…yum-yum-yum!”)

Rockbones the Giant has made an alliance
with Teraptus and plans to help the evil
wizard bring down Lord Narran. Rockbones
is tough like his brother Big Bones but not
as strong. Rockbones prefers kill first and
eat humans later; Rockbones can talk but
hardly does . (Favourite phase: “Fee, fie, foe,

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

Hit Points
Speed

Rockbones

Grunt the Giant
7
8

ROCKBONES

GRUNT THE GIANT

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

d10 bite
6
d8

4
6

Skullmasher lives in an isolated castle
between the Elven Forest and the Dwarven
Mountains. This is a good location as
Skullmasher likes to kidnap innocent
travellers, on their way to various towns
and villages. He takes them to his castle
and has them for dinner…eventually.

Attack
Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Hit Points
Speed

Skullmasher

SKULLMASHER

MONSTER

d12 sword or
d8 (crossbow, long-range)
8
d8

This orc has various equipment on him that
makes him a ‘Super’ orc. Thus, he has these
abilities: Opponents struck by the sword
lose two Hit Points instead of one! Also the
first spell cast at the ‘Super’ orc fails
automatically! The orc carries the Magic
Sword and Wondrous Plate Mail.

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

d10 fangs +
d8 claw + d8 claw
5
d8

3
7

When humans turn into werewolves use this
card as a reference. Werewolves are not
that easy to kill as only silver objects and
or weapons can kill them . (Silver tipped
arrows) Magical weapons can only harm but
cannot kill, when a werewolf is down to one
Hit Point it runs away from attack. They can
talk in broken sentences.

Armour Class
Save vs. Magic

Attack

Hit Points
Speed

Werewolf

‘Super’ Orc
1
6

WEREWOLF

‘SUPER’ ORC

Hit Points
Speed

MONSTER

MONSTER

Markers
&
Special Treasures

“In order to help you understand the game of
Dragonstrike, I have included for your revision the
various Markers and Special Treasures (Artifacts) that
you my cunning Dragon Master may need within the
adventure…learn hard and prepare well”.

A Guide to Markers and Special Treasures

Doors
Put one on the board and turn it sideways to mark an open door when a hero opens it. (Heroes

can close doors too).

(A)

(B) Carriage

Use as directed in an adventure. (A) Working/moving Carriage. (B) Damaged Carriage.

Treasure Chest
Put one on the board when a hero looks into a room or building that contains a treasure chest–or
when a hero first sees the chest. After the chest has been opened, remove the marker from play.

Hourglass
Hourglass
Put this on the Time Track when play starts, to count the rounds before the dragon’s arrival.

Charm
Place one beneath a monster that is under a charm spell.

Darkness
Place one in the central space (target) struck by a darkness spell.

Web
Place one in the central space (target) struck by a web spell.

Invisibility
Place this under a figure that is invisible.

Wing
Place this under a hero or monster in midair.

(A)

(B) Fire

& Smoke

Use the fire (A) and smoke (B) markers as directed in an adventure.

(A)

(B) Camp

Fire & Extinguished Camp Fire

Use the camp fire (A) and extinguished camp fire (B) markers as directed in an adventure.

(A)

(B) Grass

& Water

Use the grass (A) and water (B) markers (Water can show that the bridge is washed out) as
directed in an adventure.

(A)

(B) Tunnel

& Pit

Use the tunnel (A) and pit (B) markers as directed in an adventure.

(A)

(B) Boulder

& Rubble

Use the boulder (A) and rubble (B) markers (rubble marks a blocked passage or entrance) as
directed in an adventure.

Pouch
Use the pouch special treasure as directed in an adventure.

Special Treasures (Artifacts)
Crystal Ball
This ancient orb of crystal was magically created by primeval powers long ago; and its
origins are as mysterious as those who made it. No one knows the secrets of the crystal
ball…many have tried…many have failed. The crystal ball comes from a far off land and was
purchased by the sorceress Alana, and it was being delivered by her knights, but they
were ambushed by a giant named Big Bones and his henchmen. Luckily some gallant heroes
were able to find and bring back the crystal ball–Alana was of course very happy.

Dragon Egg
The Dragon Egg is one very rare treasure and hard to find, prized by all those who wish to
use its ingredients for magical purposes. If you have one, the price can never be too high.
This particular dragon egg belongs to Darkfyre’s mate, dragon’s don’t breed as often as
they should, so having a dragon egg is a rare trophy indeed.

Fire Ring
This ring of fire will enable you to lose one fewer hit points every time you contact flame
or fire. The ring also protects against dragon’s breath and the fire elemental! The magical
ring’s properties last the whole adventure! The ring of fire was created by the famed
wizard Griz the Good Wizard, to help Lord Narran defeat Teraptus and other enemies.
Teraptus has vowed to attain the ring of fire or destroy it.

Golden Statue
This ancient artefact has mystical as well as magical properties. This golden statuette
comes from a land far across the sea. The people who made this fine exquisite figurine
have long since disappeared into the pages of time. This treasure is also prized for its
gold, as this metal is rare.

Magic Flute
This magic flute was created by the elves of the forest. If played, its musical sounds can
help you communicate with any tree spirits that inhabit a forest and or woodland area. But
also if played in a certain way can reveal its hidden secrets as well. Secrets that only the
elves it seems know any meaning to, if any at all. It is also said that the music from the
flute can soothe the most savage of monsters–but this has yet to be tested.

Magic Key
It may not look like much but this magic key can open any magically locked door and
treasure chest. Not only that but it can also magically lock any door (monsters will not be
able to open doors) or treasure chest (for keeping safe items). Remember also that only
the Evil Wizard and Darkfyre can open any magically locked door and or treasure chest.

Magic Pouch
This magic pouch can carry up to 3 objects. Any object carried in the pouch becomes
weightless. (Place any markers and or cards beside or on top of this card to denote what
the pouch is carrying) It may not be much, but this pouch would be good for carrying
heavy items if encumbrance option is in play.

Narran’s Seal
This is the royal seal of Lord Narran, and is the official symbol of his power. With this seal
one can use it to one’s advantage–command, request, demand and order–just about
anything. The seal is an authoritative emblem of control. The was once stolen by Brutus,
the infamous Bugbear Bandit to arrange some hangings of his enemies, but luckily the
heroes were able to get it back.

Ruby Necklace
This elegant ruby and gold necklace belongs to Alana, a beautiful sorceress. The wearer
gains 1 extra Hit Point as long as the necklace is in the person’s possession.

Silver Scepter (part 1 of 3)
3)
This ancient scepter was created by an unknown wizard from ages past and has magical
properties, which can cure any illness, poison and disease. This part can cure poison.

Silver Scepter (part 2 of 3)
3)
This ancient scepter was created by an unknown wizard from ages past and has magical
properties, which can cure any illness, poison and disease. This part can cure illness.

Silver Scepter (part 3 of 3)
3)
This ancient scepter was created by an unknown wizard from ages past and has magical
properties, which can cure any illness, poison and disease. This part can cure disease.

Silver Scepter (complete)
This is the silver scepter complete and unbroken. As well as curing illness, poison, and
disease, this scepter can also cast a store one spell. (Dragon Master’s choice)

Sunstone
This magical stone made of solid ice was created by a kindly dwarf named Axrock; carved
on its face is a symbol of the sun with strange dwarven runes lining the edge. Only a
magical weapon can destroy the sunstone. The Sunstone Axrock created was for Teraptus
who forced the dwarf to make it; by doing so Teraptus was able to command the elements
and turn day into night, making the kingdom under King Halvor become perpetual darkness.

 Dragon Egg 
The Dragon Egg is one very rare
treasure and hard to find, prized by all
those who wish to use its ingredients
for magical purposes. If you have one,
the price can never be too high.

ARTIFACT

DRAGON EGG

 Crystal Ball 

This ancient orb of crystal was
magically created by primeval powers
long ago; and its origins are as
mysterious as those who made it. No
one knows the secrets of the Crystal
Ball…many have tried…many have failed.

ARTIFACT

CRYSTAL BALL

FIRE RING

ARTIFACT

This Ring of Fire will enable you to lose
one fewer hit points every time you
contact flame or fire. The ring also
protects against Dragon’s Breath and
the Fire Elemental! The magical ring’s
properties last the whole adventure!

 Fire Ring 

 Magic Flute 
This Magic Flute was created by the
elves. If played, its musical sounds can
help you communicate with any tree
spirits that inhabit a forest. But also if
played in a certain way can reveal its
hidden secrets as well.

ARTIFACT

MAGIC FLUTE

 Golden Statue 

This ancient artifact has mystical as
well as magical properties. This Golden
Statuette comes from a land far across
the sea. The people who made this fine
exquisite figurine have long since
disappeared into the pages of time.

ARTIFACT

GOLDEN STATUE

MAGIC KEY

ARTIFACT

(monsters will not be able to open
doors) or treasure chest (for keeping
safe items).

It may not look like much but this Magic
Key can open any magically locked door
and treasure chest. Not only that but it
can also magically lock any door

 Magic Key 

This is the Royal Seal of Lord Narran,
and is the official symbol of his power.
With this seal one can use it to one’s
advantage–command, request, demand
and order–just about anything. The seal
is an authoritative emblem of control.

ARTIFACT

NARRAN’S SEAL

This Magic Pouch can carry up to 3
objects. Any object carried in the pouch
becomes weightless. (Place any markers

ARTIFACT

MAGIC POUCH

and or cards beside or on top of this
card to denote what the pouch is
carrying)

 Narran’s Seal 

 Magic Pouch 

RUBY NECKLACE

ARTIFACT

This elegant ruby and gold necklace
belongs to Alana, a beautiful sorceress.
The wearer gains 1 extra Hit Point as
long as the necklace is in the person’s
possession.

 Ruby Necklace 

 Silver Scepter 
This ancient scepter was created by an
unknown wizard from ages past and has
magical properties, which can cure any
illness, poison and disease. This part
can cure sickness.

ARTIFACT

SILVER SCEPTER

 Silver Scepter 

This ancient scepter was created by an
unknown wizard from ages past and has
magical properties, which can cure any
illness, poison and disease. This part
can cure poison.

ARTIFACT

SILVER SCEPTER

SILVER SCEPTER

ARTIFACT

This ancient scepter was created by an
unknown wizard from ages past and has
magical properties, which can cure any
illness, poison and disease. This part
can cure infection.

 Silver Scepter 

SUNSTONE

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

SILVER SCEPTER

This magical stone made of solid ice
was created by a kindly dwarf named
Axrock; carved on its face is a symbol of
the sun with strange dwarven runes
lining the edge. Only a magical weapon
can destroy the Sunstone.

This is the Silver Scepter complete and
unbroken. As well as curing illness,
poison, and disease, this scepter can
also cast a store one spell.

ARTIFACT

 Sunstone 

 Silver Scepter 

Adventures
&
Extras

Adventures & Extras
“If there is one thing I really like about Dragonstrike the game is that you
can create adventures of your own to impress your friends. The original game
itself has 15 adventures to try out and play to really get a grip, and
understanding of the gaming system. Now for the first time, I present five
more Dragonstrike adventures for you my astute Dragon Master to examine,
study and play. Two adventures have already been available over the internet,
but there are three more, created by the author, recently unearthed from his
secret dungeons. All of these adventures have been redesigned for this manual
so enjoy”.
“Also included here are the Dragonstrike maps to make further adventures
for your satisfaction and the original Hero cards as they appeared in the
Dragonstrike game box”.

A Small Mistake

A SMALL MISTAKE
15  CAVERN  FOR 2 TO 3 HEROES  AVERAGE



Story: One night while Griz the Good Wizard was working on an
enchantment, it suddenly went tragically wrong, and in a puff of purple
smoke e was gone. Just by chance the Heroes were passing Griz’s cottage
and decide to drop in and say hello. “Thank the heavens you’re here !” cries
Griz, who stands before you on his tabletop in a form of a mouse. "As you
can see my friends, I’ve bungled a new magical spell I was working on, since
I am in no condition to do it myself, I need you to travel to the Chaos Caverns
for me to retrieve the ‘Murkweed’ that only grows there. It is the only thing
that will return me to my human form."



Starting Treasure:

2 cards per hero (3 if only two heroes are playing).

Goal: Find the ‘Murkweed’ for Griz the Good Wizard and carry it off the board to return it to him, so he can
cure himself of his predicament.

Setup
1 Grass Marker (Murkweed)

(1)
(2)

The Grass Marker represents the Murkweed. Place it either in room F with the Troll in the upper right
corner, or in room I with the Giant at the end of the dead end corridor on your map.
Darkfyre appears in the position shown in the cavern when:
• 15 rounds have passed
• Any hero attacks an ally

Adventure
Adventure Key
(A) Hall of Slime.
There is a Gargoyle sitting perched on the overlook surveying his surroundings.

If the Gargoyle is questioned, but not attacked:
He knows nothing about the grass known as ‘Murkweed’ although he has seen a lot of grass, but he
doesn’t know where. If the gargoyle is left alone and not questioned he will merely watch the heroes pass
through the Hall of Slime.

If the Gargoyle is attacked:
The gargoyle will not answer any questions and will attack the Heroes until he has 1 (1) Hit Point left, then
he will fly away, crying out to the Heroes as he goes,
“You will pay for this one day, bad men, I hope you all die a horrible death!”.

(B) Orc Lair.
These two foul Orcs live in this lair they call a home. They are grumpy, smelly and will fight anyone the
first chance they get.

(C) Side Cave.
Two Death Knights are protecting a Treasure Chest. It is locked and contains one (1) random Treasure.

(D) Sleeping Bugbear.
You come across a Bugbear who is sound asleep. Tell this to the players when he is discovered. (Place

him on his side on the board).

If the Bugbear is awoken by the Heroes:
He will beg them not to hurt him.
“Please do not hurt me, I am but a simple creature, a threat to no one”.

If the Bugbear is questioned about the ‘Murkweed’:
The Bugbear responses, “I think kind sirs that either Trollbeard or Grimble the Giant has it. I haven't seen
them around for quite a while, perhaps you can ask them”.

(E) Treasure Chamber.
An Orc and a Bugbear are guarding their Treasure Chest. They will protect it at all costs; it contains one
(1) random Treasure.
At the first sign of the Heroes they cry,
“After our treasure are we ? Then you must die !”.

(F) Troll Warren.
Trollbeard is very hungry and hasn’t had any food, man food that is. So when he sees the Heroes he only
wants to fight them so he can have some dinner.
“Come my pretties, I am very hungry for your flesh, yes very tasty, I shall eat well today”.
If you placed the ‘Murkweed’ here, place it in the upper right corner next to Trollbeard.

(G) Bugbear Lair.
The two Bugbears are watching over a Treasure Chest. They will attack anyone on sight. The chest is
trapped and contains one (1) random Treasure.

Their only response is:
“Intruders kill, kill, kill !”.

(H) Death Knight.
This Death Knight will attack anyone on sight. He is carrying one (1) random Treasure.

(I) Giant's Den.
Grimble the Giant is in a bad mood and will attack on sight. If you placed the ‘Murkweed’ here, place it on
the last space at the back of Grimble’s Den.

Special Note: This adventure was originally taken from the Dragon Strike Central website and has been
altered to my liking for play in 12/01/04.

The Burglar

THE BURGLAR
18  CASTLE  FOR 3 TO 4 HEROES  DIFFICULT
Story: While resting at the local inn you have once again received an



urgent message to appear in the courtroom of King Halvor. On your arrival,
the king greets you with a grim look on his face. "The evil wizard Teraptus
has once again appeared and has been causing a disturbance in our lands,
not two nights ago, he managed to slip into the treasury and steal a pouch
filled with Magical Crystals. If he discovers how to use them to his
advantage, he could be almost unstoppable. That is why I must ask you to
travel to his castle to retrieve them, the welfare of the entire kingdom may
depend on your success. Good luck my friends and Lord’s speed".



Starting Treasure:

2 cards per hero (3 if only three heroes are playing).

Goal: Find the Pouch containing King Halvor’s Magic Crystals which Teraptus Stole.
Setup

1 Door Marker

1 Pouch Marker (This Pouch has the Magic Crystals in it)
1 Wing Marker.

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Place the Door Marker as an entrance to the Throne Room (M) as indicated on the map, when the
Heroes enter the corridor.
Teraptus is carrying the pouch with the Magic Crystals in it. (Pouch Marker)
Darkfyre appears in the position shown in the castle (Prison Tower) when:
• 18 rounds have passed
• Any hero attacks an ally
• Teraptus has been killed
• Any Hero opens the door to the Prison Tower
• Any Hero attacks Stugg the Orc in the Guard Tower (C).
The players place their Heroes in any order on the Drawbridge (Tell this to the heroes).

Adventure
Adventure Key
(A) Drawbridge/Portcullis.
As soon as you and the players are ready, announce:
The portcullis is open.
The Square marked with an “A” is a trap. If a Hero steps on to it, an electrical charge will deal two (2) Hit
Points of damage, 0ne (1) Hit Point if any Hero passes the square, and will continue to do so until the trap
is disarmed.

Dragon Master’s Note.
If the Heroes come back this way they will find the portcullis closed, and they cannot open it by any
means, and must escape through Teraptus Tower and or the Prison Tower.

(B) Guard Tower I.
The Orc in this room is sleeping on a stool.
If the Heroes are careful and try to sneak back out of the room he will not wake up.
If the Heroes move towards the Orc he will wake up and try to attack them the first chance he gets.

(C) Guard Tower II.
When any Hero enters the Guard Tower read the following:
The Orc appears to be fairly friendly and invites you in. “Hello, my name is Stugg, would you like to play
my gambling game for treasure?”, Stugg holds up some dice in his hand.

If the heroes agree:
The Heroes can gamble with Stugg one at a time. Both the Hero and Stugg roll a 1D12 and whoever rolls
highest wins. If the Hero wins, Stugg will give them one (1) random Treasure card. If Stugg wins, the Hero
must give him one of their Treasure cards. Stugg will continue to play either until the Heroes decide to
quit or he gives away three (3) random Treasures. Once he has given out his three (3) Treasures he'll
explain that he's been wiped out and has nothing more to gamble with.

If the Heroes disagree:
“Oh well”, says Stugg “I’ll just play by myself again”, and begins to roll his dice on the floor, ignoring the
Heroes.

If the Heroes attack Stugg:
As Stugg pulls out his blade to defend himself, he quickly presses a concealed button on the wall beside
him, you suddenly hear the mighty roar of Darkfyre and think to yourselves how stupid you were to do
such a thing.

(D) Courtyard.
When any Hero enters the Courtyard read the following:
Two (2) Death Knights are guarding a door at the other end of the Courtyard.
They will attack any Hero who approaches the door or them.
As long as the Heroes stay on their side of the Courtyard away from the Death Knights and the door they
are guarding, the Death Knights will stay in their positions.

(E) Foyer.
There is a Bugbear and an Orc in this room. Both of them will attack anyone they find on sight. They are
both aware of the trap located in the room and will avoid the space where it is located.

(F) Barracks.
The gargoyle is hovering in this room when any Hero enters it for the first time. (Tell this to the Players

and put a Wing Marker underneath the Gargoyle to show this)

If the Gargoyle sees a Hero entering the room:
“Welcome bold traveller, will you tell me a story? Or if you do not have a tale to tell, I'll have you for my
supper”.

If the Heroes tell a story to the Gargoyle:
If the Heroes manage to tell a story that you, the Dragon Master find amusing, the Gargoyle will thank
them and tell the Heroes he enjoyed the story and will let them go without a fight.

If the Heroes do not tell a story to the Gargoyle:
If the Heroes refuse to tell him a story the Gargoyle will just attack them outright.
If the Heroes try telling a story and you, the Dragon Master didn't think they tried hard enough then the
Gargoyle will say,
"That story was terrible! I think I'll eat you anyway." and then he'll attack them.
The Gargoyle has a random Treasure if he is searched.

(H) Teraptus Tower.
The Heroes can escape the castle via the underground passage leading down to the moat that surrounds
the castle. (Tell this to the Players)
Each Hero must make a ‘Feat of Strength’ to successfully swim the moat. If a Hero fails, he/she can try
again next turn. (Tell this to the Players)

(I) Banquet Hall.
Two Bugbears are occupying this room and guarding the Treasure Chest. They will fight to the death; if
they are asked any questions they will only growl and hiss at the Heroes. The Treasure Chest contains
one (1) random Treasure.

(K) Dungeon.
The Troll in this room will attack any Hero who enters. The Treasure Chest contains one (1) random
Treasure.

(M) Throne Room.
The Manscorpion is Teraptus’ personal bodyguard and will attack any intruders entering this room. He
will no allow any Hero if possible to enter Teraptus’ private chambers.

(N) Private Chambers.
When the Heroes enter Teraptus’ Private Chambers read the following:
Teraptus standing by the window turns around facing the Heroes who have entered. “So fearless
warriors you have come at last to your death? Pity, you will not take what you seek”, giving a little pat of
the pouch, which is hanging from his belt, “for I will not allow it. I shall strike you down where you stand.”
Teruptus with a wave of his hands casts one (1) of his spells at any Hero he chooses.

Upon the death of Teraptus:
A puff of black smoke rises from the ashes of Teraptus’ body as it begins to disintegrate, as the smoke
finally clears, the pouch containing King Halvor’s Magical Crystals lies on the floor.
Place the Pouch marker on the square where Teraptus died so the heroes can pick it up.

(O) Prison Tower.
The Heroes can escape the castle via the castle’s roof. (Tell this to the Players)
One of the Heroes must possess in their equipment a rope to climb down and escape. (Tell this to the

Players)
Each Hero must make a ‘Feat of Dexterity’ to successfully climb down. If a Hero fails, he/she can try
again next turn. (Tell this to the Players)

Special Note: This adventure was originally taken from the Dragon Strike Central website and has been
altered to my liking for play in 12/01/04.

The Crystal Ball Part 2

THE CRYSTAL BALL PT 2
20  CASTLE  FOR 2 TO 3 HEROES  VERY DIFFICULT
Story: Alana the Sorceress, has asked you to come in her hour of need.



Her Crystal Ball that you once recovered for her from Big Bones the Giant
has been stolen. She fears that Teraptus has it and will use its ‘magical
powers’ for evil, Alana has asked you to recover the Crystal Ball from
Teraptus. Later that evening while resting in town at the inn called ‘The Hog’s
Breath’ to think of your next move, you overhear some drinkers talking about
Teraptus, and learn a few days ago that he had visited his mountain castle.
But, talking amongst yourselves, you wonder if Teraptus is still there? And
does he have the Crystal Ball with him? So begins your journey the next day
to his mountain fortress of doom and danger.



Starting Treasure:

2 cards per hero (3 if only two heroes are playing).

Goal: Find the Crystal Ball at Teraptus’ mountain fortress if it is there, and carry it back out of the castle
via the drawbridge.

Setup

Doors
Magic Flute

2 Secret Doors
Sunstone

Magic Sword (Treasure Card)

Crystal Ball

5 Fire Markers

2 Treasure Chests

2 Wing Markers

The Wandering Orcs of Teraptus Castle.
At the beginning of the Dragon Master’s turn, roll a 1D12 and place 1 (one) or 2 (two) Orcs as
indicated anywhere in a room or corridor the Dragon Master wishes (see table below). The Orcs attack
immediately; if they are killed they disappear (they don’t carry any random treasure). If there are no heroes
in the room or corridor rolled for, they don’t appear (bad luck).

The Wandering Orc Table
1D12
1

Room/Corridor

Letter

Banquet Hall

H

Barracks

F

Corridor I (Place 1 Orc only)

G

Corridor II (Place 1 Orc only)

L

4
5

Courtyard

B

Drawing Room (Place 1 Orc only)

N

6
7

Dungeon

I

Foyer

E

8

Guard Tower I (Place 1 Orc only)

C

Guard Tower II (Place 1 Orc only)

D

Prison Tower

M

Private Chambers

K

Teraptus Tower (Place 1 Orc only)

O

Throne Room

J

2
3

9
10
11
12

Dragon Master’s Special Power.
If the Dragon Master rolls 3 (three) times in a row without success, i.e. rolls for rooms/corridors
that have no heroes in them; the Dragon Master may place 1 (one) or 2 (two) Orcs anywhere he/she pleases,
to attack the Heroes immediately.

(1)

The Crystal Ball can actually cast 3 (three) spells; the key to this is in the introduction in which it
mentions, “Magical Powers”. Do not tell the Heroes that it can cast any spells, let them find it out for
themselves (by asking a monster). If they do, randomly select 1 (one) spell from levels 1 (one), 2
(two) and 3 (three). When the Crystal Ball is found give the spells to the Hero who found it

(2)

(remember only the Wizard and/or the Elf can use the spells from the Crystal Ball).
Darkfyre appears in the position shown on the castle (Teraptus Tower) when:

(3)
(4)
(5)

20 rounds have passed
Any hero attacks an ally
When Teraptus has been killed
Any Hero who opens the door to Teraptus Tower
The players place their Heroes in any order on the Drawbridge (tell this to the heroes).
Place the Gargoyle on the board; it’s behind the portcullis (tell this to the heroes).
Place a door marker behind the Gargoyle it is magically closed.

•
•
•
•

Special Rules.
(1)
(2)

The Wizard has an extra feat called “Magical Force” (feat of Magical Force). This feat enables the
Wizard to attempt too release any magical barriers and/or spells from other Heroes and/or
objects. Use a 1D12, roll a 7 (seven) or greater to succeed (tell this to the Wizard player).
All the monsters in the castle know where the traps are.

Adventure Key.
(A) Drawbridge/Portcullis.
As soon as you and the players are ready, announce:
The portcullis is down and is guarded by a Gargoyle who is behind it. The Gargoyle sees you and calls out,
“Who goes there? What do you want? I am Gargorr, the Gate Keeper”.

If Gargorr is questioned, but not attacked:
Gargorr knows nothing about Alana’s Crystal Ball or its whereabouts.
He does know this is Teraptus’ Castle, but doesn’t know if he is inside.
Teraptus may have entered the castle during the night watch.
Gargorr will open the portcullis if he is bribed, by giving him 1 (one) treasure, then he will fly away
shouting as he goes.
“You fools, death only awaits you now, ha-ha-ha!”

If Gargorr is attacked:
Gargorr becomes very angry and cries,
“You hurt me, for that I will punish you”.
Gargorr now touches a stone on the sidewall and 2 (two) arrows shoot out from 2 (two) concealed
openings from one of the Guard Towers.
The Drawbridge squares and the square in front of the portcullis become targets for the arrows. Roll a
1D10 and find out which square the Hero receives 2 (two) hit points of damage from the arrows. If there
is no Hero on the square, roll again.

10

10

9
8
7

6
5
4

3
2
1

Dragon Master’s Special Note.
Only Gargorr can open the portcullis; it can not be climbed, forced open or flown over. The Heroes must
bribe Gargorr to get inside, if Gargorr dies the adventure is over, the Dragon Master wins.
If the players start again, put the Hourglass Marker on 16 (16 turns instead of20), Gargorr is now bribed
with 2 (two) treasures. Replace the Orcs as Wandering Monsters with Death Knights. Give the Treasure
Chest in the Barracks (room F) a Random Treasure and give the Troll in the Throne Room (room J) a
Random Treasure.

(B) Courtyard.
Bugbear No 1 has a Random Treasure, which is the Magic Flute. This Flute will open the locked doors to
the Foyer (room E), the Barracks (room F) and Corridor I (G). If the Heroes have not retrieved the Magic
Flute, a feat of “Magical Force” from the Wizard can only open these magically locked doors.
The secret door to the Guard Room (D) is actually a magical door. A “Knock” Spell (2nd level) or a feat of
“Dexterity” from the Elf can only open this door.

If the Bugbears are questioned:
They only growl and hiss, they only want to fight. Classic responses:
1. “We kill you, and have you for food”.
2. “You must die”.
3. “I am big, I am strong, you are weak”.
4. “My axe is better than your axe”.
5. “I kill you now”.

(C/D) Guard Towers I & II.
The 2 (two) Orcs in the Guard Tower I (C) have swords and will attack when their door is opened.
The 2 (two) Orcs in the Guard Tower II (D) will attack with their crossbows as soon as the Wizard or Elf
opens the door, and if either of them is standing on the square marked . If not, the Orcs won’t fire until
the square is occupied or until a Hero enters the room.

If the Orcs in both Guard Towers are questioned:
They reply:
1. “Ahrrr lunch, what tasty morsels fate has brought us”.
2. “Come, taste my blade and drink my metal of death”.
3. “You will not live long to enjoy the pleasures of life”.

(E) Foyer.
The 2 (two) Gargoyles are hovering, (place 2 Wing Markers underneath them) because they heard the
fighting in the courtyard. So they themselves are ready to attack the intruders.

If the Gargoyles are questioned, but not attacked:
The Gargoyles know about the Crystal Ball, and tell the heroes it is in the Prison tower. They will indicate
to the magically locked door leading into the drawing room.
They do know that Teraptus is in the castle, but don’t know where he is.
That’s all they know, and any other questions asked, their response is:
1. “Don’t know”.
2. “We know nothing else”.

If the Gargoyles are attacked:
The Gargoyles don’t know about the Crystal Ball and where Teraptus is.
But they suggest trying the Barracks (room F).
If 1 (one) or all the Heroes enter the Barracks, the Gargoyles fly away.
If not, they will fight the Heroes until they have 1 (one) hit point left, then fly away shouting as they go:
“You will be sorry you entered this castle alive, for you shall leave it dead”.

Dragon Master’s Reminder.
The Magic Flute will open the doors to the Barracks (room F) and to Corridor I (G). The door leading into
the Drawing Room is magically locked; the Magic Flute will not open this door. It will take 2 (two) feats of
“Magical Force” plus a “Knock” Spell (2nd level), or 3 (three) feats of “Dexterity” by the Elf.
Since the Heroes don’t know this, try to tell them. Example:
“The door seems to be unlocking itself, maybe you need to try again?”.

(F) Barracks.
This room is empty, except for the Treasure Chest, which is locked and has nothing inside it.

(G) Corridor I.
The Giant in this Corridor has a Random Treasure. At the first sight of a hero he will attack.
The doors in this corridor have been locked normally and don’t need the Magic Flute to open them.

If the Giant is questioned, before or after being attacked:
Tell this to the Heroes:
He is mute (can not talk), but will make a noise in his throat as a reply or nod or shake to any question
asked.

(H) Banquet Hall.
These 3 (three) Death Knights are thirsty for blood.

If the Death Knights are questioned, before or after being attacked:
They cry in unison:
1. “Death, death awaits, come, join us, in eternity of darkness”.
2. “We are the brothers of death, we live only to serve the evil”.

(I) Dungeon.
When a Hero opens the door, the Manscorpion inside shouts,
“Get them you fool!”
The Gargoyle flies into the air and towards the door to attack the intruders.
If the door closes, leave the Gargoyle hovering near it.
The Manscorpion will not attack the Heroes until 1 (one) or all are in the room; and or if they have set off
the traps, (remember it knows where they are).
The Manscorpion has a Random Treasure, which is the Magic Sword (treasure card).

If the Manscorpion is questioned, before or after being attacked:
It responds:
1. “Come fearless warriors, drink from my sting of death, I will only be too happy to give you a taste of
my delicious venom”.
2. “You will never gain what you seek, but I shall show you my treasure”, The Manscorpion then pushes a
button on the stone wall next to him, and a panel of the wall slides open revealing a dozen or so
human heads of his previous victims.

Dragon Master’s Note.
The Gargoyle will not set off the traps, because he is flying above them.
The Gargoyle will fly away if it has only 1 (one) hit point left; it will not answer any questions.
The Manscorpion can use the Magic Sword for his attacks against the Heroes.

(J) Throne Room.
When the Heroes enter the Throne Room the Troll cries out:
1. “Intruders ! They have entered the castle, they must not leave here alive, kill them”.
2. “All enemies of the Master must die, kill them all !”.
The Troll and the 2 (two) Bugbears will not answer any questions, because by now the castle is aware of
the Heroes.
The locked door can only be opened with the Sunstone, which Teraptus is carrying, (do not tell this to the

heroes).

(K) Private Chambers.
Teraptus has a Random Treasure; he is carrying the Sunstone. Which will open the magically locked door
in the Throne Room (J).
If Teraptus or his Skeleton are questioned before and or after any attacks, the Dragon Master can make
up the answers and Teraptus or his Skeleton can say anything in response; even before any of the
Heroes talk to them.
The Orcs in the room will say nothing, they just growl.

The Death of Teraptus.
When Teraptus has been killed his body will disappear and his skeletal remains will rise up to continue
attacking the heroes.
Place a Death Knight on the square where Teraptus was; note: the Sunstone is still in possession of the
Skeleton.
Upon the death of Teraptus announce to the Heroes present:
As the final spark of life leaves Teraptus’ body, he begins to disappear in a cloud of black smoke. His body
crumbles to the ground and in his place, stands before you a Skeleton, which announces: “I am the
Skeleton of Teraptus, you may have destroyed my mortal body, but you will never claim my bones to add
too your trophy of victories”.

Teraptus’ Skeleton.
Hit Points:
Speed:
Attack:
Armour Class:
Save vs. Magic:

3
5
D10 Magic Scythe
5
D12

Dragon Master’s Note.
Any spells that Teraptus did not use. Can still be used by his Skeleton.
When the Skeleton dies leave it on its side, so the Heroes can search it for the Sunstone.
Only the Wizard and or Elf can use the Sunstone to open the door in the Throne Room (J).

(L) Corridor II.
The Fire Elemental is actually Teraptus’ Soul in fiery form. As soon as a Hero enters the corridor, stop
him/her and announce:
A blaze of flame erupts near the door; at the end of the corridor you see a fiery figure raise its arms in
defiance of you. It now speaks, “I am the Soul of Teraptus, you may have killed my body and destroyed my
Skeleton, but my Soul is immortal, you will never extinguish this evil spirit of the flame”.
Teraptus’ Soul will immediately attack by throwing 1 (one) to 5 (five) fireballs (fire markers) at the hero
who entered the corridor, which will do 1 (one) hit point of damage. If the Hero is still alive he/she may
continue their turn.
Teraptus’ Soul has a Random Treasure.

Teraptus’ Soul.
Hit Points:
Speed:
Attack:
Armour Class:
Save vs. Magic:

5
6
D12 Flame + 5 Fireballs
6
D12

Only spells and magical weapons can harm the Soul of Teraptus, and it is immune to all kinds of flame,
including a “Fireball” Spell and “Dragon’s Breath”.

The Death of the Soul of Teraptus.
When the Soul of Teraptus dies it issues a final warning:
“You have defeated me, but I will have my revenge, for as long as good reigns upon this land, evil will
never be conquered, I shall return”.

(M) Prison Tower.
The Treasure Chest has a Random Treasure, which is the Crystal Ball. It is also magically locked; a feat of
“Magical Force” by the Wizard will unlock it, or 2 (two) feats of “Dexterity” by the Elf, or 3 (three) feats of
“Dexterity” by the Thief, or 3 (three) feats of “Strength” by the Warrior, or 4 (four) feats of “Strength”
by the Dwarf to open the treasure Cheat.

(N) Drawing Room.
This room is empty.

(O) Teruptus Tower.
Darkfyre begins here, if the Heroes discover him before he officially enters the game, Darkfyre attacks
immediately.

Drawbridge

Guard Tower

Guard Tower

Private Chambers

Prison Tower

Court Yard

Throne Room

Corridor II

Barracks

Foyer

Corridor I

Teraptus Tower

Drawing Room

Banquet Hall

Dungeon

The Horned Fiend

THE HORNED FIEND
0  CAVERN  FOR 1 TO 3 HEROES  VERY DIFFICULT
Story: Within the depths of Hell lie monstrous abominations



waiting to be released by their Master to reek havoc upon an innocent world
above. One such creature is known as the Horned Fiend, this monster of
terror is filled with foul hatred and its only wish is to destroy all that is good
by man who cherishes what is right so dearly. The evil wizard Teraptus who
is deep in thought sit quietly in his chambers contemplating his future plans
in defeating Lord Narran and conquering the world for his own pleasures.
Teraptus gets up from his throne and walks over to a large table, where
laying in full spread is a map to the location of an entrance to the Hells
Cavern; and maybe, the answer to all his prayers.



Starting Treasure:

Teraptus starts with 1 ‘Potion of Healing’ Treasure Card, (Take the
card from the Treasure Deck) The Mercenary Warrior and the Dark Elf do not start with any Treasure Cards.

Goal: Teraptus must find and release the Horned Fiend from his Lair, and both must return to the surface
from Hells Cavern alive.

Setup

5 Doors

1 Rubble Marker

6 treasure Cards
Sunstone

5 Fire Markers
4 Treasure Chests

Pouch Marker
3 Tunnel Markers

 Magic Pouch 
This magic pouch can carry up to 3
objects. Any object carried in the pouch
becomes weightless. (Place any markers

and or cards beside or on top of this
card to denote what the pouch is
carrying)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Also used within this adventure is the Magic Pouch artifact.

Place Teraptus, the Mercenary Warrior and the Dark Elf where the ‘Start’ Arrow is marked on the
map. (Tell this to the players)
Select from the Treasure Deck 2 ‘Potions of Healing’ cards, ‘Potion of Giant Strength’ card, and the
‘Wands of Cold’, ‘Lightning’ and ‘Magic Missiles’ cards.
Select six (6) Teraptus spells for Teraptus to use.
Select three (3) Teraptus spells for the Dark Elf to use.
The Treasure Deck is not in use in this quest.
The Blue Crystal Spheres are the only things that can extinguish the Hell Fires in Hells Cavern.
The Sunstone is the only key to opening the Horned Fiend’s Lair to release him.
The Master has magically sealed doors 1, 2, 3 and 4 and they cannot be opened by any means. (Tell

this to the players when they discover and or try to open these doors)

Special Rules.

(1)
(2)
(3)

Darkfyre is not in this quest, for he represents the Horned Fiend, so the Time Track Guide is not in
use. (Tell this to the players)
The Mercenary Warrior and the Dark Elf are expendable in this quest; only Teraptus and the Horned
Fiend must survive to complete it. (Tell this to the player representing Teraptus secretly if more than
one (1) player is in the quest)
The Sunstone not only opens the Horned Fiend’s Lair Door, but it is used to control it also, to do its
holder’s bidding. (Indulge this information if required during the quest)

Random Treasure Cards.
When an Anti-Hero opens a Treasure Chest roll a 1D12 and see the table below as to which Treasure Card that
Anti-Hero has found. Only one (1) Treasure per Treasure Chest is to be rolled for. Roll again if the Treasure
Card has already been taken.
1D12
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9 - 10
11 - 12

Treasure
Potion of Strength
Potion of Healing 1
Potion of Healing 2
Wand of Cold
Wand of Lightning
Wand of Magic Missiles

Dragon Master’s Note.
All the monsters in Hells Cavern are hostile to any intruders; the Master has given orders to defend and
protect it to the death.
The Hells Cavern is a place where the most horrible and terrible creatures live, and in most cases the very
dangerous. That is why the notorious ones are locked up for their own protection and safety, (If you can
believe that?) only to be let out by the Master to do his evil bidding when needed.

Dragon Master’s Special Note.
When the Horned Fiend is released, the controlling player selects two (2) more Teraptus Spell Cards for the
Horned Fiend to use. (Tell this to the controlling player when appropriate)
Remember: Whoever has the Sunstone controls the Horned Fiend.

Note on the Monsters used in this quest.
Follow the instructional abilities of the Monsters on their respective cards ( as denoted by this symbol).
Except the Fire Elemental, which in addition can be killed by normal weapons.
Remember: See the Monster Table below for other variations on their stats.
Monster
Bugbear
Death Knight
Fire Elemental
Manscorpion
Troll

Hit Points
3
3
6
6
4

Speed
7
5
7



Attack






Armour Class


6



Save vs. Magic




D10

New Monster cards used in this quest.


Speed

Teraptus



6 spaces

† Attack

Hit Points

d8 (staff)

4

5 (robes)

3

 Save vs. Magic

d12

2

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

1

 Find Secret Passages

d8

0

 Feat of Dexterity

d8

 Feat of Strength

d8

Armour Class

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!


Speed

† Attack
Armour Class

Mercenary Warrior


Hit Points

5 spaces
d12 (two-handed sword)

8

7 (plate armour)

7

 Save vs. Magic

d6

6

 Find/Disarm Traps

d6

5

 Find Secret Passages

d6

4

 Feat of Dexterity

d10

 Feat of Strength

d12

3
2
1
0

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!

Mercenary Warrior Equipment: Food, Sacks, Grindstone, Mirror, Rope.


Speed

† Attack

Dark Elf



7 spaces

Hit Points

d12 (long-range bow)

5

5 (leather)

4

 Save vs. Magic

d10

3

 Find/Disarm Traps

d8

2

 Find Secret Passages

d8

1

 Feat of Dexterity

d10

 Feat of Strength

d8

Armour Class

0

† A roll equal to or better than your target’s
Armour Class equals success!
 A roll of 6 or better equals success!

Dark Elf Equipment: Backpack, Food, Quiver of Arrows, Mirror, Rope.
Remember to choose: 2, 1st level and 1, 2nd level Hero Spell cards before you start your adventure.
As soon as you and the players are ready, announce:
Teraptus has hired a Mercenary Warrior and a Dark Elf to accompany him to Hells Cavern; their price was
high, but no matter, for he will deal with them later. After a week of travelling Teraptus and his men finally
approach the entrance to Hells Cavern etched deep into a mountain that bellows from its tall peak clouds of
ash and smoke. As the group enters, warm air brushes against their faces as if greeting them to their doom.
“It is only a matter of time,” thinks Teraptus, “Only a mater of time”. Finally after an hour of walking down
into the heart of the mountain’s darken depths, the group comes across a stairway leading upwards into
darkness, they ascend, only to find a Fire Elemental awaiting to greet them.

Adventure Key.
(A) The Hall of Fires.
The Fire Elemental approaches the group and addresses them. (move the Fire Elemental three (3) spaces

forward)
“Who dares to enter the realms of Hells Cavern? What is your purpose ? Why are you here ? Speak or die !”
The Dragon Master awaits a response from Teraptus:

If it is not about the Horned Fiend the Fire elemental will attack the group by throwing a flaming fireball
at an anti-hero of the Dragon Master’s choice which will inflict 1 Hit Point of damage, after this, the Fire
Elemental will continue its attack not answering any further questions.
If it is about the Horned Fiend the Fire Elemental responses thus:
“So, you seek the Horned Fiend do you Teraptus? Only the Master has the right to command it, you are
not worthy of such a prize, go back and do not return, you have been warned”.
If Teraptus and his men turn back the quest is over.
If Teruptus and his men do not turn back, they must attack the Fire Elemental. (Tell this to the players if

necessary)
When the Fire Elemental dies the entrance becomes magically sealed when all the anti-heroes leave the
‘Starting Area’.
They are trapped and cannot exit Hells Cavern from here, read the following:
You hear a thundering sound, as you look around to search its source, the three of you stare at the
entrance in which you had come, only to find a wall of stone now blocking your escape.
“Damn you wizard !, what trickery is this ?” asks the Mercenary Warrior.
“Have no fear, all is as it should be”, replies Teraptus.
“Our fee has just doubled Teraptus, and you will pay”, responses the Dark Elf.
“Of course, and payment will be forthcoming, I promise you”, answers Teraptus with a smile.
The Fire Elemental is carrying a pouch, give the Pouch Card to the one who searched it for treasure and
explain the Poach Card as follows:
This pouch is carrying three (3) palm sized Blue Crystal Spheres filled with liquid.

Dragon Master’s Note.
Let the players work out what the Blue Crystal Spheres are for; don’t tell them anything.

Dragon Master’s Special Note.
The Blue Crystal Spheres are the only objects that can put out the fires in Hells Cavern. (Fire Markers)
To put these fires out the Blue Crystal Spheres must be thrown at them. Use the Feat of Strength to do
this.
Fire Markers 1 and 2 conceal tunnels; replace these Fire Markers with a Tunnel Marker when these fires
are put out.
Fire Marker 3 conceals rubble; replace this Fire Marker with a Rubble Marker that blocks the overlook
passageway into another part of Hells Cavern when this fire is put out.
Fire Marker 4 conceals nothing it is clear to walk through when this fire is put out.
Fire Marker 5 conceals the exit to the surface; replace this Fire Marker with a Tunnel Marker when this
fire is put out.

(B) Bugbear Treasury.
Both Treasure Chest A and B are locked. A ‘Feat of Dexterity’ and or a ‘Feat of Strength’ will unlock these
Treasure Chests.
Roll for one (1) random Treasure for each Treasure Chest using the random Treasure Table.

(C) Death Knight Guard Post.
This Death Knight is one of many that guard the vast Hells Cavern for its Master.

(D) Troll Warren.
This Troll likes to eat human flesh when it can get it.

(E) Death Knight Guard Post.
These two (2) Death Knights are guarding the entrance to the Horned Fiend’s Lair.

(F) Horned Fiend Lair.
Only the Sunstone can open the locked Door to the Horned Fiend’s Lair.
Teraptus must have the Sunstone to control the Horned Fiend.
The Dragon Master will control the Horned Fiend if the Sunstone is not in possession of any Anti-Hero.

(G) Echo Cave.
This Treasure Chest is magically locked. (Tell this to the players)
A ‘Save vs. Magic’, then plus, a ‘Feat of Dexterity’ a will unlock this Treasure Chest.
This Treasure Chest contains the Sunstone and one (1) random Treasure, roll for the Treasure Chest
using the random Treasure Table.

Dragon Master’s Reminder.
Let the players work out what the Sunstone is for.

(H) Bugbear Den.
These two (2) Bugbears are guarding the Sunstone in Echo Cave.

(I) Overlook Passage.
This place is empty, but can have a monster in it if the Dragon Master wishes.

(J) Manscorpion Nest.
This Manscorpion is guarding his Treasure Chest.
This Treasure Chest is unlocked and contains one (1) Pouch (Pouch Marker) that has one (1) Blue Crystal
Sphere and one (1) random Treasure, roll for the Treasure Chest using the random Treasure Table.

The Ruins of Torrune

THE RUINS OF TORRUNE
15  CITY  FOR 2 HEROES  VERY DIFFICULT
Story: Lord Narran, a trusted noble friend and a fellow enemy of the



forces of evil summons you, “Greetings my friends, I have serious news to
tell you, as you know in order to defeat Teraptus and his plans of
destruction; the ‘School of Magic’ has been established to learn new ways to
deal with his delusions of madness. From this school we hope to learn
enough magic to defeat him, but alas, not two nights ago the “Scroll of
Narran” was stolen right under our noses. Since then I have doubled our
security at the school so that we will not be, shall we say, embarrassed. My
Wizards have been able to find the scroll’s whereabouts in a ruined city once
known as Torrune, but the exact location is not known. So before the news of
this incident leaks out, I want you to go and find the “Scroll of Narran”, and
bring it back before it is missed, good luck and Lord’s speed.



Starting Treasure:

2 cards per hero

Goal: Find the Scroll of Narran
Setup

Doors

3 Boulder Markers
2 Wing Markers

4 Secret Doors

3 Fire Markers
Magic Key (Artifact Card)

5 ‘Any Hero’ Treasure Cards

5 Treasure Chests

Pit Marker

Scroll of Spells (Treasure Card)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

Before the start of the game randomly select 5 (five) “Any Hero” Treasure Cards ready for use, and
place the pile behind the Dragon Master’s Screen.
The 5 (five) “Any Hero” Treasure Cards are for 5 (five) monsters that the Dragon Master will select
during the adventure.
When a Hero searches the dead monster, give 1 (one) “Any Hero” Treasure Card to that Hero.
Before any players choose their spells, randomly select 1 (one) second level spell and 1 (one) third
level spell; and put them under the “Scroll of Spells” Treasure Card and place it behind the Dragon
Master’s Screen.
The “Spell of Scrolls” Treasure Card represents the “Scroll of Narran” in this adventure, which the
Heroes need to find.
Remove from the Trap Deck 2 (two) Trap Cards, the “Falling Rock Trap” and the “Pit Trap”, they will
not be used in this adventure.
Darkfyre appears in the position shown on the city ruins when:
• 15 rounds have passed
• Any hero attacks an ally
• When Teraptus has been killed
The players place their Heroes in any order on the 3 (three) squares marked thus 

(tell this to the heroes).

Special Rules.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Only the Magic Key can open all 5 (five) Treasure Chests, which is hidden in the Water Fountain.
The Magic Key only has the power to open the Treasure Chests, and that’s it, all other abilities are
voided.
The 5 (five) Treasure Chests are magically sealed and can not be opened or destroyed by any
means.
The “Scroll of Narran” is hidden in the Treasure Chest in the Secret Room. If this adventure is to be
played again, the Dragon Master may choose another Treasure Chest to hide the “Scroll of Narran”.
All other 4 (four) Treasure Chests are empty, and are trapped delivering 1 (one) Hit Point of an
electrical charge or 2 (two) Hit Points if a Hero is wearing any Plate Mail. Opening them with the
Golden Key will not disarm the electrical charge from the Treasure Chest.
All the doors in the city of Torrune except the city gates are unlocked.
The Water Fountain is where the Magic Key is hiding; the Heroes must search the fountain to obtain
the key.

Dragon Master’s Note.
All the monsters know about the “Scroll of Narran” and its importance to Teraptus. Teraptus has given
strict orders to defend the ruins of Torrune to the death.
The monsters will not answer any questions asked by the Heroes and will ignore any given. They will
immediately attack the Heroes when confronted by them.

If the monsters are questioned:
Their responses:
1. “All must die !”.
2. “Death ! Only awaits you now !”.
3. “Kill ! Kill ! Kill !”.
4. “You will never leave here, alive !”.
5. “It’s time for a killing, ha, ha, ha !”.

Adventure Key.
Boulder Markers No’s 1, 2 & 3.
Place the Boulder Markers on the squares marked for them as they are found and read the following
below to the heroes.

Boulder Marker No 1.
You see before you a mass of rubble and stone, clearly a collapsed building long forgotten by time
blocking your northern way out of the city. It is apparent that you will not be able to leave via this exit.

Boulder Marker No 2.
You notice a mountain amassed of stone towering in front of your eyes, evidently you see signs of an
earthquake that once shook the city’s foundations; this northern exit out of the city’s once beautiful
gardens has been denied you.

Boulder Marker No 3.
The bridge leading out of this northern part of the city has been blocked and destroyed by masses of
stone and brick from the surrounding buildings. Making it obvious that you can not exit the city here.

Water Markers No’s 1, 2 & 3.
Place the Water Markers on the squares marked for them as they are found. All the Water Markers
represent the river that surrounds the eastern and southern parts of the city, that blocks all 3 (three)
bridges across it, read the following below to the heroes.

Water Marker No 1.
You stand before a bridge with a vast gapping hole that once linked it to the city. Below you, you see the
city’s mighty river crossing your very feet, the expanse is too long for you to traverse, alas this eastern
exit can not be negotiated.

Water Marker No 2.
The river below cuts you off from this eastern bridge’s exit; the earthquake that once toppled the city’s
fine architecture has ruined any attempt to cross it, you are becoming concerned that the only way out,
was the way you came in.

Water Marker No 3.
The city gates that were locked has now given up its secret, this once grand entrance to the city shows
you her grand bridge that lies in ruins with the river flowing between you and another way out that is no
longer possible.

Pit Marker.
Place the Pit Marker on the square marked for it when it is found, and read the following below to the
heroes.
You discover a giant hole in the ground created by an earthquake that once shook the city, which now
blocks your path to the other side, it can be traversed, but you hear the torrents of the mighty river
below. Do you risk jumping over to the other side to safety ? or will you fall to your deaths trying ? or
better yet, just walk away like a brave coward ? The choice is yours.

Fire Markers No’s 1, 2 & 3.
Place all 3 (three) Fire Markers on the squares marked for them when the city gardens come into view
by any hero, and read the following below to the heroes.
If walking into this city of ruins is bad enough with its unknown dangers, then what is before you may
even be more dangerous, perhaps. Two walls of fire greet your eyes in perpetual flame; you realize that
only some form of magic is at work here, even so caution is now called for, where there is magic there is
power, and where there is power, Teraptus maybe near.
The hero who first discovers the “Gardens of Fire” after the Dragon Master reads the above is hit by a
fireball, doing 1 (one) Hit Point of damage. Below is a diagram of the “Gardens of Fire” and the
surrounding paths that are accessible to the fireballs, which are being thrown by the invisible Fire
Elementals who are stationed inside the “Gardens of Fire”.
When it is the Dragon Master’s turn he/she may deliver 1 (one) fireball, causing 1 (one) Hit Point of
damage to any one (1) Hero who is on the surrounding paths.
The Fire Elementals, (1 in this case) will leave the protection of the “Gardens of Fire” when Darkfyre
becomes available to the adventure, and pursue the Heroes. When this happens the Fire Elemental will
have 5 (five) fireballs at its command to attack the Heroes with.

The Garden’s of Fire

Fire Gardens

Paths accessible to the fireballs

Dragon Master’s Special Note.
The “Garden’s of Fire” is actually a magical illusion, which protects the Fire Elemental from any attack by
the Heroes; the “Garden’s of Fire” will not disappear when the Fire Elemental leaves its protection to
pursue the Heroes. But it will disappear when Teraptus is Dead.

(A) Zelda the Fortune Teller.
The Gargoyle is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes.

(B) Iron Shoe Stables.
The Bugbear is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes.

(C) Sleepy Head Inn.
The Giant is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes, as well as protecting 1 (one) of 5 (five) Treasure Chests.

(D) Warehouse.
The Manscorpion is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if
the Dragon Master wishes, as well as protecting 1 (one) of 5 (five) Treasure Chests.

(E) Wild Horse Outfitters.
The Death Knight is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if
the Dragon Master wishes.

(F) Tin Cup Tavern.
The Bugbear is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes.

(G) Veldik’s Imports.
The Bugbear is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes.

(H) Guardpost I.
This room is empty.

(I) Tennar’s Exotic Wares.
The Death Knight is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if
the Dragon Master wishes.

(J) Alana’s Marvellous Magic.
The Bugbear is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes.

(K) Radin’s Smithy.
The Troll is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes, as well as protecting 1 (one) of 5 (five) Treasure Chests.

(L) Thieves’ Den.
Teraptus is in this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the Dragon
Master wishes.
This room is hiding the “Scroll of Narran” in the Treasure Chest.
When a Hero opens the door to the Thieves’ Den, the following transpires, read this out to the Heroes.
“Come in, come in if you dare, I have been waiting for you”.

Ask the Hero if he/she wishes to enter the room? or if all the Heroes wish to enter, if they do so,
read the following.
“So, you finally made it, I was beginning to worry about you, have my minions been troubling you? and
your search for the “Scroll of Narran”? please, don’t look surprised, I know all about the “School of
Magic” and Lord Narran’s feeble attempt to develop power to equal mine, 1or2 oh what a pitiful bunch
of Heroes you are, but death comes to those who seek it, and you have found death, haven’t you ? Yes,
you have, now, it’s time to die”. Teraptus casts 1 (one) of his spells.
The spell cast is on himself or on a hero; the Dragon Master decides which. Once the spell has been cast,
the Heroes take their normal turns in order before Teraptus’ turn comes again.
Add 1(one) of the two sentences below depending whether the Heroes have or haven’t found the Magic
Key.
1 I see you have found the Magic Key, no matter; you will not be alive long enough to use it to open the
Treasure Chest, which contains the “Scroll of Narran”.
2 Oh, having trouble opening the Treasure Chests, are we?, perhaps you need to find the Magic Key,
good luck, you’ll need it.

If the Heroes do not wish to enter the room, read the following.
Teraptus calls out, “Cowards!, fools!, run for your lives, back to your hovel you call a home, back to Lord
Narran to baby your every whim. Your kind make me sick, never have I faced a more pathetic lot than
you; heroes, ha! Inferior scum, perhaps I can employ you as rats to clean my sewers, go on run, run
away, and don’t come back”. You hear Teraptus laughing as you close the door, with shame written all
over your face.

Teraptus’ Special Magical Ability.
When Teraptus chooses his 6 (six) spells to use against the Heroes. He can use 3 (three) of them twice
before discarding the spent spell.

Dragon Master’s Reminder.
The Treasure Chest holding the “Scroll of Narran” is not trapped.

(M) Guardpost II.
This room is empty.

(N) Stitch-in-Time Tailor.
The Orc is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes. The Orc also has 1 (one) extra Hit Point.

(O) Grenarde’s Market.
The Death Knight is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if
the Dragon Master wishes, as well as protecting 1 (one) of 5 (five) Treasure Chests.

(P) Merchant Guild.
The Orc is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes. The Orc also has 1 (one) extra Hit Point.

(Q) Penny’s Money Lending.
The Orc is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes. The Orc also has 1 (one) extra Hit Point.

(R) Armoury.
The Gargoyle is guarding this room and maybe carrying 1 (one) Random “Any Hero” Treasure Card if the
Dragon Master wishes.

(S) The Gardens of Fire.
Place the Fire Elemental on the square where shown when the Dragon Darkfyre appears, and begin the
Fire Elementals’ pursuit of the Heroes.

(T) The Gardens of Fire.
Place the Dragon Darkfyre on the square where shown when appropriate.

(U) The Water Fountain.
This is where the Magic Key is hiding to open all the Treasure chests.

Warehouse

Sleepy Head Inn

Iron Shoe Stables

Zelda the Fortune Teller

Wild Horse Outfitters

Guardpost I

Guardpost II

Thieves’ Den

Radin’s Smithy

Armoury

Penny’s Money Lending

Merchant Guild

Grenarde’s Market

Stitch-in-Time Tailor

Alana’s Marvellous

Tennar’s Exotic Wares

The Garden’s of Fire

The Water Fountain

Tin Cup Tavern

Veldik’s Imports

The Garden’s of Fire

Author’s Note
In my view Dragonstrike has been overlooked for many a year, as hardly
anything new on Dragonstrike is available on the Internet; but I’m sure there
are fans everywhere. The one good thing about Dragonstrike is that it can be
used with another popular game called ‘Hero Quest’ by Milton Bradley, as the
pieces and the game board are just the right size and both games can or could
be interactive to create a diverse adventure for any player who likes fantasy
board games.
The only real attempt in giving Dragonstrike its proper place is-was on the
Internet, there is a website called ‘Dragonstrike Central’; and some of that
website’s great ideas are represented within this manual. Having said that I
have compiled this manual in the hope that Dragonstrike can be renewed in
interest once again, especially since I have added new spells, monsters,
treasures, traps, and other interesting things for you the player to discover for
yourself.
I hope you will enjoy what I have done here, putting this manual together
was a real pleasure, but as stated before in order to understand the
Dragonstrike gaming system, you will need the game and read the ‘Instruction
Book’. Dragonstrike as you know is no longer made. So your best bet is to
find a copy for sale over the Internet.
All the best for now.
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